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MS . SUYDAM : I think we’re ready to start. Good

morning and welcome. I’m Linda Suydam, and I’m the

Associate Commissioner for Strategic Manageme~.t at the Food

and Drug Administration, and it’s my pleasure to welcome you

here today. My apologies to those FDA people who have been

here for the two previous meetings because you’re going to

hear the same message again.

We are very pleased to begin this phase of FDA’s

engagement with our stakeholders. This is the third in a

series of meetings. The fourth will be tomorrow for

veterinary medicine. We are then also having a meeting in

California on the 28th for CBER and an agency-wide meeting

on September 14th where we will be looking at cross-agency

themes . And we are anxious to have input at that meeting as

well. Also, if you know people who weren’t able to meet

this schedule because it’s August and most people are on

vacation, we’ll be happy to have input at our agency-wide

September 14th meeting.

The process of this stakeholder input was really

generated by the passage of the FDA Modernization Act in

November which in Section 406(b) requires us to consult with

appropriate scientific and academic experts, health care

professionals, representatives of patient and consumer
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advocacy groups, and the regulated industry. But this

passage really legitimizes a need that FDA has felt to hear

from the people who we interact with, to get us to have the

kind of input that we need to do our job, and also to get

some messages out to people about where FDA is at this

particular point in time.

I think it’s important that we understand what

406(b) does. 406(b) requires us to have a plan which

focuses on six objectives, and these six objectives are: to

maximize the availability and clarity of information about

the process of review; to maximize the availability and

clarity of information for consumers and patients about

products that we regulate, and I think we want to have input

in each of these objectives, if at all possible.

The next two are to implement inspection and

postmarked provisions of the act; ensure access to

scientific and technical expertise necessary to meet our

obligations .

And the final two deal with statutory deadlines

and time frames in that they require us to establish a

mechanism for meeting the established time periods for

review for all applications by July of 1999, and then,

finally, by January 1, 2000, to deal with the backlog of

applications that we have.
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In trying to meet these objectives, we are looking

for input on creative solutions to how FDA might be able to

meet its mandatory workload given that there is a finite

number of resources dedicated to this agency. And in the

past few years, the agency has suffered from a number of

reductions in our budget.

In addition, in our message to stakeholders, which

is on our Web site and is also available from anyone if you

need it here at this meeting, we talked about some areas of

concern, issues that we think are of highest importance to

the agency at this particular point in time. And these are

issues that are a combination of those where we have spent

some time and focus and energy and resources and those where

we have minimized the amount of time and energy we’ve had to

place on these activities. So adverse event and injury

reporting is a key focus for us because as an agency we

believe it has suffered because we have had to focus on

other areas. And so it is presenting new issues for us.

The agency receives hundreds of thousands of reports, and we

think those are really only the tip of the iceberg. We want

to be able to make products safer, but at the same time be

able to address the issues related to adverse events.

In addition to that, product safety assurance is

an area of concern because as an agency we are not now
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meeting our statutory obligations for our inspectional

mandates, and this is an area where we have devoted less

resources in the past few years.

Product application review, we’ve made significant

progress. A lot of that as an agency has been the result of

the Prescription Drug User Fee Act, but the Prescription

Drug User Fee Act, while providing us with resources for

that particular activity, it also gives us the dilemma of

having to maintain the base in that program while our base

has clearly been eroding. And so we want to focus on

product application review in a way for those areas where we

have not had user fees. And so we have to look at that

activity in ways that are creative and look at the concept

of user fees for other product areas as well.

Finally, we have four areas that are broader in

terms of focus: the Food Safety initiative, which is a

presidential initiative that affects other agencies as well

as the Food and Drug Administration. That includes the

Centers for Disease Control and the Department of

Agriculture . And the outreach initiatives we think have to

be strengthened for this agency, and the stakeholder

engagement is just the first part of an additional attempt

to talk to people about what the agency is doing and to

convey the information that we have about the products we
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regulate.

Our scientific infrastructure and research are

keystones. They’re the building blocks of our program.

They have suffered also because of budget restraints, and it

is now necessary to build those again. We are a scientific

regulatory agency, and I think unless we have appropriate

research and the scientific infrastructure, we cannot

perform the other functions that we are mandated to do.

Tobacco is on this list because it, too, is a

presidential initiative. We do not know at this point in

time what the agency’s role will be in tobacco in the

future .

I want to present a few numbers to you about the

FDA budget, and the point I want to make from this slide is

that while FDA’s budget apparently is growing, from the

outside, if you look at it from 1993 to 1999, it appears as

if the agency’s budget has grown by almost 50 percent. But

that number is very misleading in a number of ways. One is

because we had new statutory mandates that gave us and

dedicated resources to specific activities. And those

activities were the Prescription Drug User Fee Act. It was

also food safety, mammography quality assurance, and it was

also the Food Safety Initiative. And those resources came

out of the base, and so as you look at the agency from a
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real-dollar number, you will see that the agency’s resources

have shrunk.

So we have an unfunded workload in the base of the

agency that ranges from $300 million to $1 billion worth of

activity. And so I think that it’s necessary for people to

understand that if you are asking us to do more, we have

continually done more with less, and we are now looking at

creative solutions, looking for creative solutions on how we

are going to do our work unless we get additional

appropriated resources.

So I’d like to encourage you all to provide us

comments to the docket. We’d like you to focus on the six

questions that we have in our FR notice and in the message

about how we are to meet the requirements of Section 406(b) ,

and you can report three different ways. You can report the

normal way, by sending your comments by mail to the Food and

Drug Administration, you can report via e-mail, and you can

report online on our Web site. So if you would, we would

encourage you to send us comments on the FDA activities and

on our priorities, and we’re looking forward to hearing from

you all today.

We’ve had two very effective meetings so far.

We’ve had some wonderful suggestions about how we can do our

work. We’ve had wonderful suggestions of partnerships with
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other parts of the regulated community. And 1 think we’re

looking forward to hearing from all of you and the ideas

that you might have.

Bruce Burlington, the Director for the Center for

Devices, is now going to talk to you about that particular

Center, because I think it’s important that yc)u look at this

agency and present your comments in context of where we are

and what we’ve done, because we’ve made magnificent strides

in the last few years.

Bruce?

DR. BURLINGTON: Thanks very much, Linda, and

thank you all for joining us today.

I’m not sure if it was clear to everyone, but

Linda has accepted the job, the enviable job of having to

develop this plan and get it through the agency, through the

Office of Management and Budget, through the Department, and

back to Congress, and has joined us as the--

MS . SUYDAM : All before November 21st.

DR. BURLINGTON: All before November 21st, a

Herculean job if ever there was one.

I’m joined today by a lot of folks from the Center

and other parts of the agency. At the table we have Elaine

Messa, who is Chair of our Field Committee and Director of

the Los Angeles District; Susan Gardner, Deputy Director of
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our Postmarketing Office; and Lillian Gill, Director of the

Office of Compliance.

As well, we have Phil Phillips, Harvey Rudolph,

and a number of other folks so that we will have an

opportunity to clarify, to interact, and I also notice a lot

of the folks in the audience are Center for Devices or FDA

alumni . So I suspect that it’s a pretty knowledgeable

group.

On the other hand, there are some of you who are

not as familiar with our programs, and I’m going to try and

walk quickly through some of what does the picture of the

agency or at least the Center look like today. There was a

handout in the back that was really an enumeration of the

obligations of the Secretary under the act. It listed 53

various specified things that the Secretary is supposed to

do on a recurring basis, 21 of which have explicit statutory

time frames.

In reviewing it, we realized that there are

perhaps a few of them left out. For instance, we

inadvertently left out 510(m) , the class II petitions, which

is yet another one that has a specified time frame for

action. It actually is a hammer if the Secretary doesn’t

act in that time.

The point is there are a lot of things that have
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to go into this plan, and that’s just our Center. When you

look at the other Centers, this number just keeps headed up.

If I may have the next slide?

Okay. In today’s presentation, we’re going to be

talking about--I have to wander. We’re going to be talking

about growing responsibilities, what our resources look

like--that is, what the Center perspective of the overall

agency resource picture that Linda shared with you is; what

we have done to reengineer, because we’re not simply saying

let’s keep on doing it the same old way and just build a

bigger program in order to accommodate more wcrk; and what

reengineering does, but what the problems with reengineering

are that are emerging; and the need for public advice on

meeting the FD&C Act requirements that the statutory

directive is we need it and we have to come up with a plan

that really makes sense in terms of how we will meet these

obligations .

This slide is simply to remind you of the gamut of

things that we deal with. There are in vitro diagnostics, a

lot of high-tech applications, and who’s producing those

things . This is information that HIMA shared with us. This

is value of product shipped from the United States. It’s

going up over the last 15 years at a pretty incredible pace.

If you added in the radiation health component, that would
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be a relatively constant $5 billion on top of this. It has

been pretty--that is, the non-medical radiatic~n emitting

products.

What are the legislative mandates? And in terms

of looking at the legislative mandates, the section of the

Food and Drug Modernization Act that Ms. Suyda.m cited has

all the obligations of the Secretary under this act. So

it’s clearly talking about the entire spectrum of things in

the FD&C Act.

You will notice down there at the bcttom that MQSA

is not incorporated in the FD&C Act, so we’re not going to

talk about that. That’s not covered by this directive.

However, everything else we do at the Center is, including

the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act, which has

been statutorily incorporated in the Food , Drug, and

Cosmetic Act. So we’ve got to meet those obligations as

well .

Next ?

What are the themes that we saw coming out of

FDAMA? It is clearly for the agency to work more closely

with industry, for the agency to be decisive and timely.

There is a separate theme of patient access to make sure

that while products are in development, patients have an

opportunity to get them. It codifies a number of the
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changes that we had already been working on iu. terms of

reengineering. And there’s a clear strengthening of the

sense of agency accountability manifest in this plan and in

the periodic reports to follow this plan on hcw the agency

is doing against the plan.

There’s a separate theme where Congress, probably

in its desire to deregulate somewhat, took a number of

mandatory requirements and made them discretionary for the

agency, and those include such things as tracking postmarked

surveillance orders. And last, but not least, a very strong

directive to the agency to work hard on international

harmonization.

One of the problems with FDAMA is Congress gave

the agency a lot of new direction, a lot of new

responsibilities, at a time when there was no appropriation

increase to work with.

Next ?

I would add on FDAMA so far we have done a

remarkably good job in keeping up with all the new

requirements, all the new regulations, et cetera, that have

been required, and we are implementing it far faster than

most pieces of legislation.

All right. This is the Center’s perspective on

our resources from a manpower point of view. These are
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FTEs, people or person years, and we peaked in 1995-96 and

have been on a downward trend for a couple of years and a

straight-line projection, which is what’s going to happen

with constant dollar budgeting, which is where we are marked

on the Senate bill right now in constant dollar budgeting

for 1999. It’s just going to head down. And in 1999, we

will have the lowest manpower level of any time during the

1990s, and in 2000 it’s headed further south.

Now , we took mammography out because, again,

mammography is a separate program.

Next ?

One of the challenges that we have to deal with,

with this declining manpower base, is the increase in

complexity of products. I think that what’s happened to

reading Pap smears is wonderfully illustrative. Many years

ago, FDA regulated the microscope, the slide, and the

stains. The whole complexity of reading Papanicolaou smears

was in the mind of the technologist and the pathologist who

read the smear. It was not in the machinery. Today, the

Pap smear is prepared automatically by machinery. It is

read electronically by mapping functions. It is scored by

artificial intelligence built into a computer. Twenty-five

percent are never looked at by a human being. So the

complexity has moved from the medical practitioner into the
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device .

We see this time and time again as we look at

miniaturization of devices, as we look at addition of

microprocessors, artificial intelligence networks, as we

look at remote operation capacity, and as we look at

combinations of devices with pharmaceuticals and biological

products. What we are dealing with in terms of assuring

safety and effectiveness in premarket review is just

skyrocketing.

Next ?

PMA workload is growing. It’s growing in

complexity. We’re illustrating some of the ccmplex products

we’ve seen. We’re looking at the number of products

received as well as the number of PMA approvals over the

last few years. This year I think we’re at 32 so far and

three more, which are HDUS, so I think it’s 35 altogether

right now, and clearly we’ll get some more before the end of

the year. So this trend is continuing even if we don’t

quite reach last year’s mark in number of PMAs.

Next ?

The number of 510(k)s has not gone up as

dramatically, mainly because--in fact, it’s gone down, and

the reason it’s gone down are for two reasons: number one,

we exempted and subsequently FDAMA exempted an awful lot of
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class I products, simply 510 (k)s we never spert much time on

anyway. So we say, you know, there’s diminution of the

numbers of 510(k)s but not very much saving of workload.

The complex 510(k)s continue to come in and are very

demanding, but it’s not just in premarket that we’re seeing

increased expectations of the agency. If you look at the

number of adverse event reports--and this is comparing 1991

to 1997--you see the number of folks we have to apply to

looking at adverse events and follow-up has gene up

modestly. The number of reports has gone up far more

dramatically, requiring new strategies to deal with them.

If you look at GMP inspections, you see the

disappearing inspector. Back in 1993, we were getting to

the class--actually, we were getting to the facilities one

in three years. Right now we’re getting an average of one

in seven for surveillance inspections. In part, that has

represented an intentional choice of the agency. We thought

it more important to maintain for-cause inspections and to

take the cuts in surveillance inspections. But what’s

happened is the inspector just isn’t there very often. A

lot of companies are going in and out of business before we

come and see them.

Next ?

Rad health has taken its share or more than its
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share of the reprogramming and decline of truly available

resources . If you look at the number of X-ray systems

tested per year, excluding MQSA, you can see we’ve been on a

rather dramatic downward trend from, what is that, 1988 Up

to 1998, and it looks like it’s once again headed south.

The contracts are actually expiring in the year 2000. We

may be down to zero unless we do something fairly dramatic.

Next ?

Well, what have we done? We undertcok to

reprogram, some of which you’ve already seen, and to

reengineer. This illustrates the conceptual basis for

reprogramming, refocusing our effort on premarket resources.

We said we need to continue to pay attention to clinical

investigations . That’s where a lot of the decisions that

subsequently support applications are made. We need to be

involved. If anything, that actually probably should show a

slight increase even as we move from 1996 to 1999, even with

a slightly smaller staff to do the work.

We should put most of our effort, most of our

review effort into working with companies on high- and

medium-risk devices, and we should look to alternative

mechanisms for the low-risk products. And you’ll see later

on some of those alternative mechanisms.

In order to accomplish reprogramming in a way that
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still met our obligation to the American public for consumer

protection to make sure that we were looking at safety and

effectiveness, we have chosen to reengineer, and we’ve done

it the same way that American business has done it. We

looked at the textbooks on management. We said, What do

they teach us about reengineering? They said, Find out the

stakeholders, what they need, find out your customers, what

they are looking for in terms of outputs, what they view the

inputs as, what’s of value to them. Figure out what your

internal process is. Reduce the number of

handouts--handoffs, I’m sorry. Reduce the number of

handoffs. Delegate responsibility to the lowest level, and

support the decisionmaker with information systems that

provide them with enough knowledge to do 80, 90 percent of

the work one-stop without having to consult and pass the

work around. Model that new process, pilot evaluate it and

implement it.

Next ?

In our reengineering process, we have gone

aggressively through at least half the program. We are

piloting or implementing our reengineered processes that we

hope will end up saving a lot of time and effort in the long

run. It does, however, require industry to work with us

because we can’t reengineer these alone.
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For instance, when we develop a product

development protocol process with the expectation it will

save time on a class III product, industry has got to come

in with the application. They’ve done that a :Eew times, but

we expect to see more of it.

When we put out a remodeled 510(k) process, where

it used to be we looked at a complete data set on every

510 (k), we said if your product is modified, you have to

come in with a new 510(k) , that is, a complete application.

We said no, that doesn’t make sense. There are different

strategies we can adopt for different categories. First

Offr we can use standards and we can use declaration of

confirmation of standards to substitute for part of the

data. So we don’t have to review that. The fact that the

company conforms to the standards skinnies down that

application.

We can say if it’s a modified product, if they

already have a 510(k) and they’re using design controls to

rebuild the new generation of that product, redesign the new

generation of that product, then relying in part on those

design controls should once again get us an application

that’s far skinnier, that ultimately we would look at a fair

number of applications that consisted of little more than

the labeling and declarations of conformance to standards
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and design controls.

This is an exciting idea. We have it up and

running. But we’ve got to have industry working with us.

Industry has got to submit applications this way.

Otherwise, we’ll never be able to achieve the potential

promised efficiency in the way we manage the program.

There’s another element, and that means what used

to come to the agency for premarket review, that data still

exists but it’s now at the factory. It’s at the corporate

headquarters. When we’re looking at it--or when are we

looking at it? We’re supposed to go look at it during our

surveillance inspection. Do you remember what’s happening

to our surveillance inspection program? The inspector isn’t

there anymore. So if we’re doing that tradeoff, if we’re

saying that more of

responsibility, the

files, then to meet

consumer we have to

this is going to be corporate

data’s going to be in the company’s

our public health obligation to the

be there and do the inspections. That ‘s

one of the issues that we need to have addressed in this

discussion.

Next ?

Medical device reports. This is an idea we’ve

been working on. It was codified in FDAMA. Congress said

develop a sentinel system. It used to be we--the current
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system, we get reports from all user facilities, all

hospitals, nursing homes, diagnostic centers, et cetera.

We’ve been inundated with paperwork. What we need to do is

develop a system where we focus on a sample, wrhere we have

reporting that is electronic and online and fa~cilitated,

where we get a better understanding of the use spectrum of

devices and better numerator data as well as better

denominator data. It is one of those things that we’ve been

piloting on a very small scale with some money we’ve scraped

out of our declining resources. However, to d.o it on the

scale to really understand what’s happening nationwide would

require substantially more resources than we have. Congress

didn’t ante up the money to do that. They just told us to

figure out how to structure a sentinel system. So if you

guys have ideas on how to do it, let us know.

Next ?

Okay. The law says our job is to do a lot of

different things: meet all the statutory performance

objectives, make sure that safe and effective new products

are to users in a timely fashion through a number of

mechanisms, ensure radiation-emitting products and materials

are safe, conduct science-based reviews on new emerging

technologies, and let me emphasize that point. Ms. Suydam

made that point as well, that we are a science--based agency.
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We are constantly hearing from industry they want us to have

up-to-date scientists come to the table who can talk

meaningfully with them about the development cf their

products; that we need to have an infrastructure so that we

not only have knowledgeable people but also we can do

independent evaluations of products when they fail and that

we can participate meaningfully in standard development

programs. After all, as we’re moving more and more to a

standards-based premarket review, we have to participate in

those standards activities. And there’s nothing that gets

you a seat at the table like the capacity to bring your own

data, your own test method. That is what is compelling in

standards discussions.

We also have a statutory obligation to measure

conformance of radiation-emitting products to the

standard--clearly, an activity that needs to take place in

laboratory facilities--and we’re supposed to conduct

biennial inspections of device manufacturers in class II and

class III, the surveillance inspections, something we’re

falling far short of; review adverse event reports to

identify safety problems; and the list goes on,

Next ?

This slide shows you how we are performing against

statutory directives in a limited number of areas. These
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are premarket inspections. The black bar shows you the

percent of actions in a given category which are taken

within the statutory directive. The red bar is the gap

against the statutory directive. The inspection programs on

the bottom, domestic and foreign, only go to 50 percent

because it’s a biennial requirement. So we’re only supposed

to do 50 percent of the smokestacks every year. But there’s

a lot of red on that slide, and obviously our plan is

supposed to figure out how to get it all black.

Next ?

This cartoon is supposed to have me say we believe

at the agency and I’m sure a lot of our colleagues in

industry and in the health professions believe that the

public is well served by keeping products flowing through

the pipeline efficiently, not letting FDA become a

bottleneck. We all remember how horrible it was during the

early 1990s when FDA did serve as a bottleneck. Business

conditions were uncertain. There was a slowdown in

industry. Industry tells me that they began to move

overseas. We still haven’t seen all the data on that, but

there’s clearly more companies doing operations in Europe.

In order to keep the industry strong and in order

to keep products flowing through for patients, I believe we

need an efficient and a strong FDA that can take the full
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responsibility, do all these actions that are directed by

the Secretary.

Now , with that as introduction, we are going to go

into--we are going to hear from a number of ycIu, and we will

have some open time for discussion at the end of each panel.

We’re going to ask FDA staff to be available to clarify

issues . We understand there are a lot of different

viewpoints in the room. We expect people to have different

viewpoints . One of the advantages of meeting with

stakeholders is you sort of get it all out on the table.

So we’re not going to enter into debates. Our

role at FDA, if there are misunderstandings, will be to try

and clarify them and hopefully to ask more about your good

ideas of how we should develop this plan to meet all these

statutory obligations .

Our first panel is Mr. Fitzgerald. Is that right?

MR. FITZGERALD: Yes.

DR. BURLINGTON: Okay. Why don’t we do this? Can

we ask, do you have slides or are you--

MR. FITZGERALD: I have some overhead projections.

DR. BURLINGTON: All right. Well, then, why don’t

we ask you to go ahead and present them? We’ll ask the

other two panel members to join you for their presentations

in a minute.
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MR. FITZGERALD: Good morning, ladies and

gentlemen. My name is Brian Fitzgerald. I’m with

Underwriters Laboratories in the North Carolina office. I

have a very short presentation.

I want to present our two cents’ worth. Please

regard this just as suggestions. We would be ~31ad, we would

be honored to assist the agency in any way that we possibly

can, not only in the CDRH sphere of activity but also in the

food safety programs for which we also have other divisions,

and possibly even in veterinary. But let me limit my

comments this morning to some suggestions, humble

suggestions on the way forward.

If anyone in the audience would like a copy of my

presentation, please see me at lunchtime before you leave.

If you leave me a business card, I’ll be glad to send you a

copy of these slides.

Next slide, please.

When it comes to device information and the

dissemination of that advice, we have found at Underwriters

that the single greatest obstacle to the goal of perfect

compliance is simply our own inability to communicate our

requirements to those that wish to comply. Education,

information, dissemination of those two issues, has always

been our greatest hurdle. This is particularly true, of
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course, in any scientific discipline.

We would suggest that the maximum number of

resources that can possibly be spared be moved to this goal.

It’s the way to achieve the long-term increase and better

achieve efficiencies within the organization.

Use the Web site. Everybody’s got the Web. The

Web is international. The Web will help with the

international compliance issues.

Maybe this is off the wall, but accredited formal

training programs for those members of the industry who make

it a living to go out and teach manufacturers what they need

to do. This is something that has not surfaced before, but

we’ve learned in our organization that by holding seminars,

which, frankly, we recoup our costs, we’ve increased the

level of compliance of applicants for UL and decreased the

time within UL necessary to assure that compliance exists.

Education is a key element. Maybe some resources could be

spent that way.

Next slide, please.

When it comes to the custody of the Laboratory and

science base, why not broaden the scientific input base by

developing a subcontractor network. I use subcontractors in

the sense that these would be people that have honoraria and

can provide you with the cutting-edge technology issues.
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I would like to see perhaps the movement of some

of the expert resources from non-critical inspection duties,

and I think my presentation will elaborate on that somewhat,

and perhaps increase the diversity in the participation in

FDA Advisory Committees--in other words, more committees

with more types of representation on it.

Many of these committees you might think of as

analogous to the open standards method where industry funds

these meetings themselves and perhaps an FDA person could be

present in order to take these issues back.

Next slide, please.

When it comes to radiation programs, we know that

1020, 1030, and 1040 sections of the Code of Federal

Regulations, many manufacturers that are required to adhere

to those regulations already use some of the testing

requirements that we have in place to do that. And this is

one example, I think, where reliance or at least partnering

with third parties could achieve significant benefits, and

certainly from the resource standpoint. I don’t think

anyone, especially the third parties, would like to

substitute FDA’s role. We would like to perhaps complement

it and allow the FDA to concentrate more on its scientific

role and much less on its inspectional role.

Next slide, please.
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Premarket approvals. Here’s another radical one.

Why don’t we seriously think of a plan to adopt. a European

model? Now , there will be many people that would say, well,

it’s an unproven model, and, frankly, there are holes in

that model. I know. I participate in the work of two

notified bodies on this issue, and I can assure you it’s not

perfect. But what it does is it turns loose the market

forces on this issue while retaining control at a competent

authority level. And I know that Mr. Burlingtc}n- -Dr.

Burlington, excuse me, is very well acquainted with the

British model in their medical devices agency.

It would be difficult for us to transition very

quickly to this model, but I would urge FDA to put in place

the means by which a transitional plan could be achieved,

maybe over five years, relying more on fewer standards. The

rate at which standards are being assimilated and, quote,

recognized by the agency is bewildering. There are hundreds

and hundreds of standards being recognized. Hc~w can it be

that FDA has control over whether manufacturers are

complying with these? Rely more on fewer stanclards.

And partnering non-critical conformance roles to

third parties through accreditation. I can’t see why FDA

couldn’t accredit third parties for activities for which

they are competent. And MDKS(?) provides a method to
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accomplish this if FDA should choose not to. I think our

preference is that FDA should do it itself.

And adopt the identity of a competent, authority.

For those of you in the audience, a competent authority is a

model set up by the medical devices directive in Europe. It

represents an agency nominated by the Ministry of Health to

administer the role of third parties--they are known as

notified bodies--for the market placement of dsvices. This

incidentally does not cover the market surveillance of

devices, which should remain and must remain in the domain

of the agency. In fact, a greater role in that. is obviously

required.

Next slide, please.

Our thought is that this process should work at

all costs. The postmarket studies, if the agency can’t do

this, nobody else can. This cannot be privatized. This is

what the public expect the agency to have complete control

over.

The analysis and coordination must be considered

an absolute core role of FDA. And, if necessary, create a

center for that, a whole center. The epidemiol.ogical study

of failure rates and things, this could be funded

separately.

Next slide, please.
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Establishment registration. Of course, this must

work at all costs, and this is particularly tr-~e in a global

conformance environment where, with the advent of FDAMA and

also the MRA, many more internationalist,

transjurisdictional issues will emerge, and FDA needs to

have a very strong handle on this issue. And resources must

be diverted in order to keep a very, very stro:ng handle on

this .

Just as an aside, I’ve noticed that many countries

in Europe, now that they have

have all kinds of people that

the medical device directive,

never hitherto knew that they

were medical device manufacturers, suddenly realizing they

are. This is an issue of education, an issue of information

dissemination, and establishment registration.

Next slide, please.

Well, inspections--we would like to see the

ongoing development of the accredited person program, and we

would like to see it include ISO 13485. There are two good

reasons for this, in our opinion.

Firstly, we need in the third-party domain to

be--well, to be partnered by the agency in this taking a

partial credit for QSR inspections initially, and a plan in

place for it to move to perhaps full credit down the road

when a confidence-building period
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The second reason is that there are engineering

benefits to having a manufacturer who submits his 510(k)s

through a third party or his abbreviated 510(k)s through the

current new processes, and then the loop is tied back

through the quality system assessment process. There are

economies to be made there that complement each other. The

sum of those two economies is greater than the individual

parts.

We’d like to see a two- to five-year plan to move

to a full QSR credit for ISO 13485. 13485 is called out in

the preamble to 21 CFR 820. It’s called out in the Global

Harmonization Task Force, Document Study Group 4, and FDA

contributed mightily to both those efforts.

We would ask also that the advent of

CABs--conformity assessment bodies--under FDAMA and under 21

CFR 26, be substantially rethought, at least on the

jurisdictional issues that have unfortunately cropped up.

It looks like the current suggestions from the agency allow

European-based manufacturers to single-source their

conformity assessment, but this is not true for

American-based device manufacturers who will not be

permitted that luxury.

Perhaps the cure to that would be thf~

incorporation in the accredited person program of 13485.
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But at the moment, American manufacturers and the conformity

assessment bodies would be disadvantaged by the current

model .

And last, but not least, we would ask that you do

not promote the HACCP process for device conformance, but

keep it within the food service domain where it’s an

eminently successful idea. The device manufacturers are

isocentric, and worldwide they are becoming isocentric.

Next slide, please.

DR. BURLINGTON: Mr. Fitzgerald, that’s 10

minutes. Will you be brief?

MR. FITZGERALD: Yes. One more, I believe.

We believe CDRH should become a competent

authority, build for the 21st century by harmonizing not

only requirements but also processes, realize that FDA is

uni-jurisdictional but manufacturers aren’t and consumers

aren’t and CABS aren’t. And we think it should rethink its

implementation of the MRA. Multiple bilateral trade deals

don’t make a free market nor do they foster harmonization.

Only a multilateral agreement can do that.

Thank you very much.

DR. BURLINGTON: Thank you very much.

Let me ask my fellow panel members i.t they have

questions--or actually, no, I’m sorry. We’re supposed to
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save questions until we’ve heard the next two speakers.

We’ll get back on track here.

Ms . Kono, please. And do you have slides as well?

MS. KONO: I have a few.

DR. BURLINGTON: Okay. Great . Also, if you could

restrict yourself to 5 to 10 minutes, please.

MS. KONO: Certainly. My name is Kathleen Kono.

I am the Washington representative for ASTM, bs:tter known as

the--or for the American Society for Testing of Materials,

better known as ASTM. I came here today to address one of

your questions: What needs to be done to reconcile the

Center for Devices and Radiological Health prem.arket

approval activities with statutory directives? Should the

agency be making increased investment in developing

additional national or international standards? Or are

existing standa .rds sufficient?

I cannot answer the question of whether or not

there’s a need for new standards or if standards are

sufficient, but what I can tell you is that the organization

that I represent, ASTM, is a marvelous forum for FDA to use

in the development of those standards. And FDA has used it

wisely and well for at least the last 20 years.

I looked up in the registration to see who all was

coming today and to see how many of you were members of ASTM
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and only saw just a few. So if you will allow me, I want to

give you a little bit of background about our organization.

Next ?

ASTM is a 100-year-old standards developer,

probably the largest in the United States, if not the world.

Today we have 132 different technical committees developing

standards on everything from steel and concrete to football

helmets, to medical devices. Those 132 committees have

jurisdiction for 10,000 full consensus standards, and all of

those standards are kept up to date on a regular basis--a

very important point.

We have 34,000 members from 100 countries

throughout the world participating on these technical

committees . ASTM committees are open to anyone anywhere in

the world who has an interest in the development of those

standards .

We have 1,500 government representatives, many

from FDA and other parts of Health and Human Services, many

from EPA and all over the Federal Government.

We only have 180 people on staff outside of

Philadelphia . We do not standards development on staff.

All we focus on is providing the forum to enable those

standards to be developed, and all we do every day that

we’ve done for 100 years is facilitate the development of
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standards,

Often, when new standards are being developed or

when new standards are being talked about, you just don’t

jump into the development of those standards, but there’s a

need to talk about the need for the standards or to present

research. ASTM is also a marvelous forum to bring together

device manufacturers, surgeons, regulators, tcl talk about

the need for a particular standards arena. Every year ASTM

sponsors at least 40 symposia on the state of the art of a

particular industry. Committee F4 on medical and surgical

materials and devices has sponsored 18 of those symposia to

talk about various research aspects dealing with standards

on medical devices.

Next ?

In the medical arena, we have these activities:

a committee on medical and surgical materials and devices,

one on anesthetic and respiratory equipment, emergency

medical services, search and rescue, consumer rubber

products, health care informatics. And FDA is currently

participating on all of these committees and a few others as

well .

Next ?

I’d like to focus on just one for a minute, and

that is our Committee F4 on medical and surgical materials
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and devices. It was organized in 1962. It has 575 members

from 13 countries. They have developed 164 standards, and

we have broad and great representation from FI~A, 32 members.

The committee’s success over the years has been due in large

part to the active and enthusiastic participation of the

surgical device manufacturers, working alongsi~~e surgeons

and regulators. In open and often heated debate,

difficulties have been worked out in a democratic manner,

resulting in a body of standards that have changed the face

of fracture and implant surgery. It would be difficult to

overestimate the benefits patients around the world have

gained from this cooperative effort of medicine, science,

industry, and government. And I congratulate FDA on being a

real part of ASTM in this activity and hope that it would

continue and grow in the future.

Next ?

This committee has a number of new activities that

are just currently beginning, all as a--and FDA was a real

push to get these activities started. We have a new

division on tissue engineered medical products, new task

group on interventional cardiology, and another new task

group on magnetic resonance imaging compatibility testing.

All that needs to be done to organize a new activity in ASTM

is to bring the request to our headquarters, and we will
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determine whether or not there are enough key stakeholders

to organize a new activity.

Finally, one last point that has been my pet peeve

for a few years, and that is that many government agencies

participate in the voluntary consensus standards process.

And once they have adopted a standard, they incorporate it

by reference in the Code of Federal Regulations. But once

it’s incorporated in there, nothing ever happens to it, and

it may be there for 15 or 20 years and never be brought up

to date.

We did a little study, and we found 900 references

to ASTM standards in the CFR. Of those 900, 90 percent were

out of date by an average of more than 10 years, some by 15,

some by 20. So my job is to go out and tell all of you guys

that we’re doing all this work to keep these standards up to

date; you ought to make it a practice to look at them and

keep them up to date as well.

I’m happy to say that we’ve let FDA know that

there are 58 standards that you currently reference that

only four are current. The rest are out of date, but you

are reviewing them. And I have been told that in a few

months, hopefully, there will be a notice in the Federal

Register that you will bring them up to date. What I would

hope is that you would also implement a policy to keep them
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up to date or review them once every one or two years and

bring them up to date.

That’s my little spiel from ASTM. We thank you,

and I’ll sit down.

DR. BURLINGTON: Thanks very much.

Our third member of this panel--okay, you can get

your overheads, and then have a seat--is Ms. Susan Zagame

from HIMA. We’ve asked her to speak at a little more length

as representing the largest trade association. I understand

you’re going to be about 20 minutes. Is that right?

MS . ZAGAME : 1’11 try and keep it short.

DR. BURLINGTON: Okay.

MS . ZAGAME : Good morning. I’m going to wander,

too , if that’s okay, if I can.

I’m Susan Zagame. I’m Vice President, for

Technology and Regulatory Affairs at the Health Industry

Manufacturers Association. We represent over fiOO

manufacturers of medical devices and diagnostic

instrumentation. It’s a pleasure for us to be here today,

and thank you very much for the opportunity to participate.

What I’m going to do is weave in some answers to

the specific questions, but generally, I’m goi~lg to format

my remarks based upon the six statutory requirements that

you have.
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If I could have the next slide, please?

Okay. There are lots of different themes

FDAMA . Dr. Burlington spoke about some of than. I

of

chose a

number of others. I believe that FDAMA really stood for the

prospect that we are to collaborate more between the FDA and

industry and consumer groups

the spirit of moving forward

and all interested parties in

products to patients so that

they can have access to these life-saving technologies.

more user-friendly FDA, the whole idea that we can meet

FDA is an important element of the act.

A

with

The Congress evidenced a serious commitment to

time frames in the act specifically by requiring a plan by

1999 on mechanisms to meet the obligations of the act, and

they were concerned about the delays in getting products to

market . President Clinton in his signing statement for

FDAMA cited specifically the reduction of regulatory burden

and cutting red tape. And then, finally, we can’t

forget--and we in industry believe this is really an

important element--that there is a focus on the promotion of

public health. There’s the protection of public health,

which is a key element, but also promoting public health by

allowing access to these devices to patients who are in

need.

Please, next?
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In looking up the statute, I couldn’t help but go

to the dictionary to look at what the definition of

consultation is, and it says it’s a meeting tc> discuss,

decide, or plan. And this connotes more than just comments,

in our view, and we hope that this will be an opportunity

for

you

an ongoing dialogue so that we can

our comments but brainstorm and go

not only just give

through the process

of coming up with ideas, because we certainly don’t have the

answers. We don’t have all the answers, and I’m sure you

don’t either.

We want to pay tribute to the FDA, Dr. Burlington

in particular, for the enormous strides that have been made

in the past few years, not only just with reengineering

also with implementation of FDAMA in a most timely way.

we believe that those improvements have been really for

better, obviously.

but

And

the

Now , we’ve seen this statutory language before,

that the purpose of 406(b) is to develop a plan bringing the

Secretary into compliance with each of the obligations under

this act, and we’ve seen that list of obligaticms. I guess

the point here is that there are a lot of things that are

nice to do that are not obligations under the act, and I

guess we would like to see a real focus on those strict

obligations .
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Again,

strong FDA, that

focused FDA that

as possible.

Next ?

Okay.

recommendations .

we believe that there is a need for a

the industry is well served by a strong,

does its job as efficiently and effectively

We have a series of general cwerall

First of all, we believe that each of the

functions that FDA performs should be linked specifically to

the risks to be prevented by that function, and that FDA

should ask itself constantly what is the public health

benefit of this function, and then determine the

cost-benefit of that function. If the public health benefit

is very small but the cost is very large, then perhaps some

alternate mechanism should be looked at to see if there’s

some other way of performing that function. And if there is

very little or no payoff, then that function should be

stopped. I cite an example of what we call the reference

list.

FDA

that the cost

too great

that same

number of

for

went through a process where it determined

of doing that particular function was simply

the benefit that was achieved, and we believe

sort of exercise could be very productive for a

other exercises that they perform.

Since we’re talking about corporate reengineering,
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I couldn’t help but remember an old line from that Tom

Peters book, l~In Search of Excellence” : “Stick to the

knitting. ” Again, stick to the statutory functions. And

align resources appropriately. Align the resources with

those statutory functions.

Then, again, an allusion to the good work that has

been done by the Center so far. There have been many, many

initiatives that have only begun to be accepted by industry

and used by industry, and we’re hopeful that

give these initiatives time to work.

Actually, this is a little bit out

the first area I would like to talk about is

all of us will

of order but

maximizing

information about the review process. And in discussing

this with my colleagues in industry and within HIMMA, we all

agreed that one of the most important things would be to

publish a flow chart of all of the internal processes that

FDA has for all submissions--510 (k)s, PMAs, IDEs--so that we

know what

sometimes

happens when it goes into that black hole that

characterizes the process.

And knowing that internal process col,:ldhelp us to

better understand what FDA has to go through, could perhaps

help us to ease the application through in a more timely

way. Make available more templates, prototypes and

examples. This is something that we’ve had some recent
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experience with at our Device Submissions Workshop.

We worked with FDA and produced a prototype for

the special 510(k) and for the abbreviated 51Cl(K), and we

are hopeful that with more examples of this type it will

give industry a good outline, roadmap for how zo satisfy the

agency’s expectations on good submissions.

And, again, as the gentleman from UL indicated, I

think it’s important to work with the industry to promote

better understanding of those expectations.

The next area that I’m going to speak about is

maximizing information about new products. We scratched our

head on this. I guess that we thought that what happens

here is that a lot of consumers call up Members of Congress

and say, gee, I’ve heard about this great new device or this

great new drug and I want to know more about it., where can I

g-o?

And Congress imposed this requirement or at least

asked FDA to come up with ways to maximize information about

new products. And our feeling on this was that this is

really not a function for FDA to promote new products. That

being said, however, FDA’s obligation would be to refer

inquiries about new products, new drugs, et cetera, to the

appropriate parties and that might be professional

societies, physicians, medical device companies, drug
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companies . And we would ask FDA to consider perhaps listing

hyper-links to those different parties so that they would

have an appropriate place to refer inquiries c~n matters of

this nature.

The next area is implementing the inspection and

monitoring provisions of the Act. And

into a couple of different areas. The

first of all, FDA is doing some triage

support that. We think it’s important

inspections based upon past history of

this was broken down

inspections area,

in this area and we

to stratify the

compliance of

companies, the

other elements

degree of risk of the product and various

that FDA has built into its plan.

FDA does have enforcement discretion and to

exercise its enforcement discretion in a logical way

maximizing resources for maximum protection of the public

health is a good goal.

We believe that FDA should consider 11S0

certifications . The ISO-centric companies do have third

parties coming into review their operations against the

quality systems regulation and that should count for

something in our view. And, so, a further triage element,

if you will, would be companies that have 1S0

certifications .

FDA has gone from an individual element kind of an
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inspection approach to a systemic approach with the quality

system regulation. And that’s good, that’s an, important

step, to look at systems that companies maintain, and also

as part of that is a pre-inspection preparati~n job that

they do where they will ask companies to send documents that

are key to determining whether they are in compliance with

this systemic approach. And we believe that that’s also a

very positive element of how they are approaching

inspections, one that should give some comfort to the

public .

Another point about the fact that education and

joint training are critical both for the inspector and for

the company. So, the company has a better understanding of

Food and Drug Administration’s expectations so that they can

be helped to come into compliance, which most companies want

to do, believe me. And also it would serve the goal of more

focused inspections. Everybody knows what is going to be

looked at, everybody knows what is required and it should

streamline those inspections so they would not take as

long, consume fewer resources, FDA can do more of them

during the course of a year.

Continuing in the post-market monitoring area. We

support the sentinel system. I don’t understand how FDA can

make any sense out of 100, 000 MDRs it receives on an annual
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basis. We believe it has got great potential. We see it as

a Potentially very valuable tool for what we term

synergistic learning among all three parties. It’s just not

an FDA user facility situation. It’s not a two-way street,

it should be a three-way street, because the industry that I

represent wants to know what is going on in hclspitals, wants

to know where the user error is occurring, wants to know

where the device problems are prevalent.

And in this area, we would like to recommend that

an industry, FDA user facility working be convened so that

we can look at the design of the program and even the

funding issues. Because we really don’t have any idea how

to fund this thing but there might be some creative ways of

doing it. And that’s the sort of thing we would like to see

in this area.

Resource shift. There may be a need to shift some

resources that the agency has into this, scraping together a

few dollars here and there might help to create some seed

money for additional funding opportunities. Arid I guess our

point here is that we think a clear vision is rleeded. What

do you want this system to do? How do you want it to be

structured? How can we make it work? Because it has got a

tremendous amount of potential.

And then because of the great number of MDRs that
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do come in we do believe that there should be greater use of

summary reporting.

Post-market surveillance, how to make it work?

Well, this is a program that has had its problems in the

past and with the passage of FDAMA the Congress gave FDA

discretion to determine what are the products that would

benefit most from post-market surveillance? We believe that

the program needs to be limited to an achievable purpose.

There are many alternative ways of gathering information

about a device after it’s been on the market. Intricate,

long, tedious, post-market surveillance studies are not

always the answer. They are in some cases and they should

be continued in certain cases.

The number of subject products should be reduced

and I just have a question there, where is the rescission

notice? Because there was a proposal to reduce the number

of products subject to post-market surveillance, but it

hasn’t yet been finalized. So, we’re still in a limbo state

on some products that simply do not require tracking it or

surveillance at this point.

And then finally we recommend that there be better

communication between the Office of Surveillance and

Biometrics and the Office of Device Evaluation because very
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doesn’t understand, for instance, with vascular graphs, the

20 years of safe history that existed with them. So, there

was a lot of over-design of post-market surveillance studies

and so forth. So, we think there needs to be a lot of

communication among the experts that the agenc:y is so

fortunate to have.

And then I just wanted to make this point on this

slide because it’s part of the law and that is that the law

says to use post-market tools to reduce pre-market

requirements . And while that might not be the correct place

to put it, it’s important to realize that some resources can

be saved by, on the front-end, by requiring studies on the

back end.

I threw this slide in about tracking because I

think that the same issues apply to a certain extent. We

believe tracking should be limited to those products that

really require it based upon a validated risk model. And,

again, we would like to have the opportunity to comment on

devices to be tracked prior to the order itself because we

might be able to make some convincing arguments that a

product isn’t required to be tracked for whatever reason.

Okay. Now , this next area probably elicited some

of the stronger comments from some of the companies that I

spoke to. Ensuring access to scientific and technical
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expertise. The first

resource management.

that aren’t so good.

bullet says, appropriate human

Hire good people, get rid of the ones

It is sort of a simple mantra but it’s

difficult to do in government and we understa~d that.

We also support the greater use of consultants and

I know that sometimes the agency has

difficult to use consultants because

said, well, it’s

they have conflicts of

interest and we believe that that can be dealt with through

disclosure. Companies are really, really anxious and

willing to provide tutorials and they do hire the cutting

edge technology scientists and are perfectly willing and

anxious to hold symposium and to come to FDA and to provide

information and education.

We have done that a little bit through vendors

days at FBI and they’ve been quite successful. And

recently, over the past couple of years, anyway, there have

been an increasing number of reviewer site visits. And

that’s been well received by both companies and Food and

Drug Administration.

I believe that there does need to be greater

communication with professional societies, and other

organizations . An example, FDA and industry were working on

blood glucose meter guidance document. Consultation with

the American Diabetes would have been very useful on
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something like that. And we, as industry, sh~uld bear some

responsibility for making those liaisons as well.

Graduate student internships. Where else do you

learn about what’s happening, the latest in science than in

graduate school, Ph.D. programs?

DR.

MS.

quickly?

DR.

MS .

BURLINGTON: Ms. Zagame, that is 20 minutes.

ZAGAME : Okay. Can I just run through real

BURLINGTON: Pleas .

ZAGAME : Okay. I won’t go through all of

these in great detail because my time is up but I do have

extra copies for everybody. I guess if I could just spend a

minute or two on the establishing mechanisms for meeting

submission time frames?

DR. BURLINGTON: Please .

MS . ZAGAME : I think that FDA has come up with a

lot of those mechanisms already. And, letting these

mechanisms work is really important. Third party review,

let me just make a comment about that. That more devices

should be added to that list antis the process for using

third party review should be made clear.

Again, improved submissions through better

communication of Food and Drug Administration’s

expectations, reemphasizing that. We believe that standards
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should be emphasized, both for industry and tk ~ Food and

Drug Administration. We would like to see inc1Jstry/FDA

working group, again, to come up with additior Ia1 mechanisms

to help you all meet time frames.

so, those are two areas that we WOUI 3 like to meet

further with you about.

I am not going to get into the estak 1ishment of a

registration device listing data base. I WOUl i like to

simply conclude--if I can get to my concludin~ slide--by

saying that I think that in order to meet thes ~2 statutory

obligations we need to use and evolve the FDAN ,4 and the

re-engineering tools. FDA needs to work synez !qistically

with industry and others, including patient gr4xlps ,

professional societies to help meet its statut (Ory

obligations, and, again, to focus its activiti f3s on high

payoffs for public health.

Thank you very much.

DR.

And

BURLINGTON:

if you could 11Thank you very muc ~

join us, the other percenters,

and allow us a couple of minutes to ask questi ns and

1
clarify points that may have come up.

Ms . Suydam?

MS. SUYDAM :

1

I have a few questions. ~ First of

all, thank you all, three of you, for very th ghtful
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presentations . My first question is for Mr.

11

‘tzgerald.

You focused a couple of times on redirecting

11

sources from

inspections to other activities. And we have lready seen

from Dr. Burlington’s presentation, the dimin

IF

ion of our

inspectional capability and where we are not

1P

eting our

mandatory inspection obligations and that cle

11

‘ly is

something under FDAMA that we are intended to eet .

Can you give us some suggestions ab

It

t how,

I
whether you think should the biannual inspect’ n obligation

be changed because clearly that’s one of the ternatives?

Or should we have other mechanisms to meet th

!

inspection

requirement ?

MR. FITZGERALD: My thoughts would

1

11 broadly in

line with the lady from HIMA who has just spo n that there

should be, in the first place, partial credit

I

erhaps

awarded for appropriate 1S0 certifications in rder to

!
relieve the burden both technical and administ ative of FDA

inspectors. And that there should be, we sho d start now

planning on a means by which the agency can c

11

trol rather

than do the inspection process.

And perhaps a mechanism for that co

II

rol would be

a suitable accreditation process.

I

Does that a swer your

question?

MS . SUYDAM : Yes .
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MS. GILL: I have got a question alILg those same

lines. You mention on the inspection process

should not discriminate against U.S.-based ma:

allow them, I understand, to become third par

Could you elaborate a little bit mo:

see as what they should be able to do?

MR. FITZGERALD: Well, as many of t:

room know there is a proposal for a mutual rel

agreement at the moment between--well, there i

actually that are out there--but the one, in 1

that concerns us is the United States and EU i

There are some interesting byproducl

studies the wording of the proposal that is i:

to implement the MRA. There are some interesl

of that wording and we have formally submitte(

byproducts in our written comments, as a matt~

But it seems at certainly the first

European manufacturers may be advantaged by t]

use one organization to achieve both European

U.S. compliance.

Whereas, American manufacturers wil:

two organizations to get that same level of i]

global compliance. This sets both American m<

ilide that we

:facturers and

.es.

! on what you

: folks in the

Ignition

e several

rticular,

reement.

if one

ued in order

ng byproducts

those

of fact.

eading, that

ir ability to

ompliance and

need to use

ernational

ufacturers

and the forthcoming American CABS at a disadva ;-.tage
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vis-a-vis their European colleagues.

That may be unintentional. And we

t!

ggest that

one method to overcome that would be to inclu

+1
in the

accredited person program the partial credit

tl

r ISO

certifications . This would level the playing field

possibly.

!There are a few other little byprod nts and I

think that merits some discussion.

DR. GARDNER:

II

I guess I was interes .d to hear

Susan Zagame talk about the sentinel program cause it is

one of the bigger items on my plate, day in aItday out.

!IAnd I haven’t really had a lot of input from ‘ dustry. And,

in truth, we haven’t gone out yet and asked a

I

Ot of

questions.

1But I wonder if you could elaborate ‘ust a little

bit more on your comments about the idea of a orking group

I
and how industry might play in putting togethe

i

this

program?

MS. ZAGAME : When I spoke about this with the

Hfolks that are really interested they said, 10 k, you know,

the user facilities are our customers, too.

I

W have a

special relationship with them. And we believ

I
that it

1would be important for us to get some of the s me

IIinformation that you’re getting to try to asse s whether the
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forth and so on.

But they didn’t really have any exa

11

concrete

ideas for a design or funding. But they said, look, there

may be some ways of contributing to this. So

11

ways of

figuring out which facilities would be willin to

?
participate and maybe self-fund the program.

So, again, we have had a lot of goo

1

experiences

with FDA where we have sat down in a room and

I

ome up with

some good ideas that have worked and so that

!!

e idea was to

try to do that again. And there are people t

11

t are really

good people that are willing to sit down and that.

MS. MESSA: Brian, under question t

II

, I would

like you to elaborate. I believe you said to ivert expert

resources from non-critical inspection duties. Could yOU

elaborate a little bit on that?

MR. FITZGERALD: Well, again, the n

11
-critical

inspection duties would be devices perhaps in he lower risk

categories and the inspections to the QSR rel

If

ed to

l’manufacturers of those devices, those inspect” ns might be

appropriate candidates for at least the first

?

bases of

devolution of inspection duties towards third arties in the

t
accredited person program.
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That was my view of that.
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DR. BURLINGTON: Thank you.

Ms . Kono, you heard Mr. Fitzgerald t

have approaching hundreds of recognized stand:

correct, with the next round coming out, it w:

and he said that’s too many, it’s bewildering,

You told us that you

10,000 standards. There seems

disconnect here. Can you help

proudly, that 1

to be a little

us reconcile hc

standards should we have, how shall we keep CL

The more there are, the harder it is to keep c

that was obviously a theme you had, as well.

MS . KONO : We have 10,000 standards

10,000 standards for 132 different industries.

that the standards that are available they shc

upon by the users of the standards, the manuf~

the customers, and they should be able to deci

standard they wish to use.

You know, it’s hard for me to tell y

are too many standards. I think it’s nice to

option of being able to use an appropriate sta

is proud of its portfolio of standards.

MR. FITZGERALD: What I intended to

is that the huge plethora of standards that is

manufacturers is just that, it’s available to
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encouraged in the European model which we wou i advocate, to

use specifically recognized standards in orde1to have

compliance with the regulation presumed.

It is, however, IIgoing to be an admi “strative

monstrosity for FDA to be able to know whethe 1such

standards have actually been complied with.

!1

Id perhaps

that’s another area in which third parties mi It be able to

lend a hand.

11
I didn’t intend to mean that there

It

ould be fewer

standards, I meant FDA is going to have a pro

1

em with this

plethora of standards.

MS . SUYDAM :

t

I have a general questi n for Ms.

Zagame. Obviously, the industry very strongl

!

supports the

FDAMA law and its variety of regulations that

I

ill have to

be implemented and the kind of work that has t be done. I

t
think even the CBO estimated that it would tak

t

$40 million

to do this Act. And, obviously,

i

nothing has b en

1
appropriated to meet the requirements of the t.

And that is really not small change hen you look

at it in terms of the FDA budget and, in fact, in terms of

the CDRH budget.

1-

Because I think most of--wel , a large

percentage of the work under FDAMA is falling n the Center

i
for Devices.

I

And we’ve had this reduction in :esources.
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How can you help us in accommodating

I

this

disconnect between having to implement all of

provisions, do the kind of things we need to d1

the statutory time frames, try to improve proc 1

new resources?

MS . ZAGAME : Well, I would like to wt

wand and make it happen for you.

DR. BURLINGTON: Please, be our gues

MS . ZAGAME : Talk about a tough ques

I

never heard

how much of

guess my reaction is that, first

1
that figure before and I would be

that is CDRH specific. Second, I

just point to the fact that Dr. Burlington

have met, I think, all of the deadlines so

implementing the provisions of the law and

keep the time frames that they’ve achieved

tact.

and

far

hav ,

pre

And, SO, they are balancing all of t:

know how they’re doing it. Maybe Dr. Burlingt t

answer that question but I guess that from an

perspective we would like to be able to assist

way we can to make life easier for you. And w~

that by, for example, developing these prototy :

would like to see us do more of that.
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his staff
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n could
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tried to do
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the answer doesn’t look like it’s going to be{

You said many times, give the many :

that we have out a chance to work through, a c

whether industry will not participate and wil:

reduce our pre-market review obligations. Hot

industry to participate more aggressively? Hc

industry to take advantage of this and give us

abbreviated submissions?

MS. ZAGAME:

forward in that regard

submissions workshop.

prototypes on your Web

Well, I think that we’~

by highlighting them at

I would like to see us

site, for instance, anc

instructions and encouragement to how to use t

I think we, as a trade association,

to push them in our publications and in our co

with our members. And hopefully the trade pre

here will also make them known.

so, it’s a combination of all partie

to--and part of the problem is that you’re not

60

yes.

Initiatives

lance to see

not, in fact,

can we get

J can we get

the

t made a step

our device

:ut those

give clear

:em.

;an continue

Imunications

~s that is

~ trying

the only
1’

entity that is just over-worked. We are over-

11

,prked and

over-burdened and our trade association and in stry folks,

one of the more common reactions has been, the ~ ‘s just so

much going on that we haven’t had a chance to

II

,.ep up with

it all.
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So, hopefully as time goes by and as

used to some of these new provisions and beconl

familiar with them, there will be greater usacj

will ease your burden.

DR. BURLINGTON: Thanks .

Other panel members?

[No response.]

DR. BURLINGTON: Okay. Well, thank ~

A number of good ideas have been put~

We appreciate your perspective and we will 100)

any additional written information supplied to’

and review it.

I am hearing two messages. I have, ~

Dr. Anderson, did you wish to add a comment or;

DR. ANDERSON: Yes .

DR. BURLINGTON: Okay. We will take

of minutes and let Dr. Anderson comment and th~

look for an early break and come to our second

few minutes.

DR. ANDERSON: I’m one of those alum~

Burlington mentioned earlier. I’m here today z

NCCLS as the president-elect. NCCLS is an inte~

group charged with developing consensus standa~

the value of all of our medical testing. And v
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working with FDA

that can be used

on the development of consens”w standards

in helping the review process .

We’ve been certainly talking with in.(5ustry about

standards that industry sees that would serve ~zhose same

purposes.

I think there is an idea I would lik 2 to put on

the table today that cuts across centers. The::e is an area

of device evaluation that also involves the ce~lter for Drugs

Evaluation and Research and that is anti-micro ial drugs.
*

Obviously, Drugs does the approval o

1

the

anti-microbial drug but Devices has the respon ibility for

the susceptibility testing. And NCCLS is in a position

maybe to help out that entire process.

Our efforts to develop what are call~;d break

points are generally and pretty international> r recognized

as what should be used in the practice of doing ‘ the actual

testing.

If, in fact, the Center for Drugs Eva luation and

Research wanted to relieve itself of some rathe r boring and

burdensome work, it could simply rely on the NC CLS

determination, as well. The other aspect of tl:at that may

turn out to be useful is how it relates to post -market

surveillance . Emerging resistance is an issue. It simply

is not possible for drug labeling
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what is happening out there in emerging resist

Our group meets twice a year and is

factoring in the newest information in terms o

latest break points ought to be given the curr

resistance pattern.

So, as a suggestion of an area that

Rad Health is already making use of in terms o

diagnostic side of it, but maybe there is an q;

here to extend that over to Drugs and save thel

resources, as well.

DR. BURLINGTON: Thank you very much

comment.

mce.

:onstantly

1 what the

:nt emerging

Ievices and

the in vitro

portunity

some

for your

Let’s take a 12-minute break and theq reassemble,

and we have two more panels.

Thank you.

[Recess.]

SECTION TWO

DR. BURLINGTON: Ladies and

reconvene ?

Thanks very much. I owe an

gentlemeq, can we

apology to Ms. Zagame.

Apparently I cut her a few minutes short. I will try

more attention on my watch here and/or use the timer.

For our second panel we have Steven Cpllins

first presenter.

to pay

as the
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MR. COLLINS: Thank you very much.

My name is Steve Collins. I am here today

representing the Conference of Radiation Control Program

Directors and I will say more about that in just a minute.

FDA seems to be hoodwinking the American public by

maintaining the X-ray post-manufacture inspection program at

a very low funding level. People think that X-ray machines,

which are new from the manufacturer, are safe and put

together just like the literature says. In fact, the FDA

does not check up on enough of them to really know.

So, why not eliminate the inspection program and

put the onus on the facility buying the equipment to hire a

medical physicist to inspect it?

The physicist could report the results to FDA and

the FDA could take action against manufacturers that have

many deficiencies or assemblers.

Alternatively, FDA should return to an adequate

inspection program so that it will meet its public health

responsibilities in this area. Only the FDA ha.:sauthority

over the manufacturers and the assemblers of X-ray machines.

FDA should not say that it has an effective

program when what it has is a minuscule program that is not

credible. This is recent change.

Ask the consumer advocates how many spot checks
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they would consider to be a credible sample? I bet they

would say that l-in-10 should be checked. Ho~’ many does the

FDA check? The cut-backs on inspection by the FDA and as a

result of the consequences of contract

inspections of end-users, all of these

manufacturers and assemblers not being

many cases and also results in FDA not

reductions, also, the

result in

held accountable in

meeting its public

health responsibilities for X-ray machines.

As a matter of fact, Dr. Burlington has pointed

some of this out in his slides and overheads.

On behalf of the board of directors of the

Conference of Radiation Control Program Direct(Urs, I am here

today to express concern regarding Food and Drug

Administration’s reduced funding for compliance testing to

verify conformance with the Federal Radiation Safety

Performance Standard on newly installed, diagnostic X-ray

equipment.

For over 20 years FDA contracted with many State

radiation control programs to perform these tests, to verify

compliance by manufacturers and assemblers with the Federal

standards for diagnostic X-ray systems, mainly because the

States performed the inspections less expensively than FDA

could with its own staff.

The States continue to work with FDA without
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contracts but at a reduced level. The CRCPD is the national

organization of professionals in State radiation control

programs. Our members can attest to the fact that

manufacturers and assemblers are keenly aware of Food and

Drug Administration’s testing program and are seriously

concerned about receiving a deficiency letter from Food and

Drug Administration.

Although State and local radiation control

agencies always inspected some new installations, the mere

fact that there is a possibility of our testing their

equipment against Federal standards is extremely effective

in increasingly the likelihood of compliance.

Additionally, we and that is 49 of the 50 States,

our members or our organization, are concerned that reduced

funding for the Federal Compliance Testing program may be

indicative of the trend to reduce funding for the

radiological health program of the CDRH.

This program has historically been most successful

in contributing to a reductiorl Of radiation ex~]~sures to the

public and occupational sectors, and, also, in ,imprOving

diagnostic image quality.

This has been achieved by the CDRH in establishing

performance standards and developing X-ray equipment testing

protocols, in training States’ radiation control staff and
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performing the testing, and providing necessary testing

equipment.

Alsor of concern is the reduced emphasis on

reporting requirements either because of reduced compliance

oversight or exemption. Specifically most States utilize

the Food and Drug Administration’s form 2579, report of

assembly, to ensure that new X-ray equipment is properly

registered within the State.

Without that registration and oversight, the State

does not necessarily know for a long time where that

equipment is at and is being used. And many i~~stallers may

fail to complete this form without that contin~;ed oversight.

We need this mechanism for locating the X-ray equipment.

We certainly hope that even though FGA has

currently been required to reduce funding for t,he testing

program that these other areas of support will still be

provided. Radiation exposure of patients will increase

without continued post-market surveillance.

Also, attention needs to be focused on improving

X-ray image quality with lower radiation doses in areas

other than mammography because the war to get cpality

mammograms has been won. The CRCPD is not suggesting

another Federal Act like MQSA. We are suggesting that there

are other areas of radiography for which similax
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improvements can be made in image quality with a modest

increase in FDA’s funding in this area.

Regarding third-party reviews of new devices, the

FDA should continue to offer its reviews as a “service as an

alternative to third-party reviews. And FDA should

carefully review the third-party evaluation work product

just as it would the work product of its own s(:aff.

Use the dollars saved in this area for the

increases that I have recommended. The FDA’s past

activities related to radiological health have withstood

scrutiny by the scientific community and have provided added

credence to the activities of the States’ radiation control

programs.

We request that you consider the State radiation

control programs’ needs and especially in information in the

FDA-required reports in your re-engineering plans and

encourage you to maintain the Federal Compliance Testing

program for diagnostic X-ray systems.

Sufficient funding should be provided to assure

continuation of the CDRH radiological health activities that

have so positively impacted the public’s health relative to

radiation exposure.

Thank you.

DR. BURLINGTON: Thank you very much.
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Now, Dr. Pentecost.

DR. PENTECOST: Thank you very much.

I am Michael Pentecost, and I am a practicing

physician here in Washington and I’m speaking on behalf of

the American College of Radiology.

I would like to--I have been associated with

leadership in two different radiological societies for about

10 years now--and I would like to start out by saying that

long before there was a Modernization Act, actually probably

5 or 6 years ago, it was fairly uniform that the radiologic

community noticed a dramatic increase in respo:!~siveness of

the FDA just person-to-person return phone calls, interested

in talking with us, interested in sharing meetings with us,

sponsoring programs with us. And this has been greatly

appreciated by the radiology and scientific community.

I would also like to say that we use your Web site

a lot. I think it is really a standard in its ease of use

and in the timeliness of its upgrades. So, I think from our

point of view, the agency has become more respc~nsive, not

only mechanically but on a person-to-person basis,

particularly over the last 5 to 6 years and we certainly

appreciate that.

I wasn’t aware of the budget numbers that you all

showed earlier but it is clear, qualitatively fsom our
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interactions with the FDA, that despite the fa~~t that

efficiencies have been built into the system and people are

working smarter, re-engineering, whatever you want to call

it, that the lack of resources is starting to hinder the

people power in the agency and we would certainly be willing

to volunteer our efforts in trying to articulate these

budgetary needs to the appropriate people.

We were very proud in radiology to be a part of

the Biomaterials Access Coalition which was passed by

Congress and signed by President Clinton about two weeks

ago. We certainly hope that in the implementa~ion of the

regulations associated with this legislation that the spirit

of that is kept.

I think probably my most serious recommendation to

the FDA is in the advisory panels and I appreciate what Ms.

Zagame said about this. I think that with all due respect

to many of my colleagues, who sit on these advisory panels,

I don’t think that the number and scope and breadth of the

advisory panels has kept pace with progress in the field.

And the number of the advisory panels is roughly what it’s

been since I’ve been familiar with the field and yet the

field, as you saw by the numbers of the revenue of the

companies et cetera, has really exploded.

70
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rigor in selecting people

conflicts of interest and

71

for the advisory panels based on

I certainly applaud that.

However, I think the whole idea of the advice from advisory

panels, the scope of their work really needs to be revisited

by the Food and Drug Administration.

And maybe through disclosure or some other

mechanism we can open these up to a larger group of

scientists and physicians whose input I think would be most

worthwhile.

A model that I would look at and that I am

personally familiar with is the United Study Sections which

have many conflict of interests and they weave in and out of

that field I think very nicely and I think the public is

well served by the standard which this group uses.

so, I think this would also help, th~? idea of this

being a science-based specialty, really needs to bring in a

larger group of the scientific and professional community,

who , I think would be proud and happy to serve in this role.

so, I would urge you to maybe just start from ground-up and

take a look at the advisory panels again.

My last comment is a little far afie13 and I

appreciate that but I don’t get a chance to tal~< at HHS very

often. FDA obviously studies and oversees the safety and

effectiveness of devices and the Health Care Financing
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Administration looks at the reasonableness and the necessity

of devices when they pay for them. I can tell you that, as

a practitioner, that all of the excellence in manufacturing

of devices which is certainly the standard, that the very

good work of the agency, the skill and expertise of

practitioners is frequently obviated by a failure of

payments so that patients aren’t served by these particular

devices.

And, frequently, that’s not even a EICFA central

office decision so much as it is the medical director in an

individual State and I think it is lamentable that after all

the work that all these people do that really a capricious

decision is made that prevents these devices from getting to

our patients which is what we’re all here for to start with.

Thanks .

DR. BURLINGTON: Thanks very much for your

comments.

Actually I was going to ask if Dr. Rudolph would

join us up here instead of Mr. Phillips for thi~s panel,

given your background and expertise in radiatiqm programs.

And Phil will join us at the next panel.

Ms . Suydam, any questions?

MS . SUYDAM : I appreciated the comment that Dr.

Pentecost made about the resources and would emourage you
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to continue to be--and we will try to provide more

information if your association, if you need additional

information. I think this is a very real issue to the

agency and it’s one that, while we feel internally we’ve

suffered in silence, perhaps it’s time to stop that silence.

I do also have a question about the HCFA

interaction. Is there anything that the agency can be

doing, the FDA can be doing to change that or is that really

a departmental question?

DR. PENTECOST: Well, I don’t know this office

well enough but I do think that collaboration within the HHS

would be worthwhile. I mean we’re all out here to see, you

know, that devices be manufactured properly, be inserted

properly by my colleagues to be regulated by ycm. But I

think the job is not done until they are actually used with

patients.

And as open as this process is and as open as

information is through the FDA, through the Web site, and

return phone calls et cetera, I think some of the other

groups that are responsible, these are not as responsive and

not as open in their decision making. And that I think is

wrong. I think they should be open and clear about why

they’re not paying for these devices, once they are approved

by the FDA.
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MS. GILL: Dr. Collins, in your remarks, in your

concern about the dwindling program for diagnc],stic X-ray

equipment and assemblers, you mentioned three :hings that

needed to be done. A continuation or resurrection of the

States’ program where they do the testing for us, a greater

FDA presence and some mention of third party.

Is there a recommendation of which one you see is

a better route for us to take?

DR. COLLINS: Which one of the program areas or

clarify the question?

MS. GILL: Which one of the--of ways of addressing

the shortage in covering the program, the States, FDA take

on the role of more inspections? Or turning the program and

the inspections over to third parties.

DR. COLLINS: Not being a State emplcyee,

naturally I would prefer that you make sure the States are

available to do it. I did mention that second in my list of

things that I mentioned.

Several of the States, including the one that I

work for, in fact, have a program that is a combination of

those already where, in fact, the physicists that are either

consultants or employed in these larger facilities can do

the inspections using our forms and according @ our

standards and send in the reports
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those reports. As a matter of fact, approximately half of

the inspections done in the State I’m from are done by those

private people and they send us in the reports.

so, that has allowed us to continue an inspection

frequency at a frequent rate instead of having to drop off

when we’ve had the same kind of cut-backs in the last few

years that you’re now undergoing.

DR. RUDOLPH: Can we clarify, Mr. Collins, one

thing? This is State law that the facilities must be

inspected and then the facilities must then pay a fee to be

inspected or how does that work?

DR. COLLINS:

that they must have an

They get to choose who

their private contract

And there is

It’s either a law or a regulation

inspection at a certain interval.

does the inspection, whsther it is by

individual or with the State.

a fee associated with i~,. Every one

of

to

is

the forms that is turned in by the private contractor has

come with a small fee for us to do the review work. It

up to them to negotiate a price if they get a private

physicist to do the work, whereas, the State h:~s a firm,

flat, fixed rate in it’s regulations.

DR. RUDOLPH: Thank you.

DR. BURLINGTON: I heard a suggestion from Dr.

Collins that we move to something like an MQSA approach,
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perhaps at a more modest level, for other diagnostic tests.

Can you comment from the perspective of the practicing

radiologist, where, if any, additional Federal standards or

Federal directives of a program like, MQSA, rniqht be

appropriate?

DR. PENTECOST: Well, we certainly think that

there is room for increased credentialing or codifying

practice of radiology or medical imaging in the United

States . I am representing the American College of Radiology

and we have a program which we think would serve that need,

probably short of Federal regulation, very well.. But the

idea of applying more homogeneity to the market. place so the

public can sort of see, expect a more standardized approach

to medical imaging, we think is laudable.

DR. COLLINS: Likewise. I very clearly stated we

didn’t want another Federal statute that would do this. But

we do think working the States, working with the Food and

Drug Administration, with the ACR, and with th~? American

Association of Physicists in Medicine can work together to

prioritize which one of these different radiographic

procedures we can have the most benefit in terms of reducing

dose to the public and improving image quality, the order

being reversed. More important to improve image quality so

that the doctor could get a much better chance of proper
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diagnosis.

And so far all of our efforts to do that have

simultaneously resulted in an actual

exam. And that’s what we would like

lower exposure per

to see. And not

I’Necessarily, like I said, by law or by regulation, but bY a

partnership effort.

DR. BURLINGTON: Are there any other questions?

I have one additional one and that i,s in terms of

the call for an expanded use of the advisory panels or

advisory committees, can you elaborate on, Dr. Pentecost,

exactly are you thinking about more meetings? Are you

thinking about larger panels? Are you thinking about a

broader spectrum of activities that they would be challenged

with?

DR. PENTECOST: Broader spectrum. I don’t think

that we could ask the individuals already on the advisory

panels to

number of

You know,

probably meet much more often but I think a larger

advisory panels, probably with a broader mission.

what is a successful outcome from an::arteriograph

procedure? These sort of things that are more generic to

the field rather than less specific, specific about a

certain issue.

DR. BURLINGTON: Okay.

Any comments from the floor for these two

77
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panelists or presenters?

[No response.]

DR. BURLINGTON: All right, well, le:t’s go on to

our third panel.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.

We have Ms. Cohen, Griffith, Keeling, Russano, and

Vogt .

Thank you very much for joining us. Ms. Cohen?

MS. COHEN: I wonder if I could say something to

Dr. Pentecost, wherever you are. First of all, the study

sessions in NIH, I don’t know if you know, to a certain

extent that’s an old-boy network. Secondly, some of the

people chosen for the study sessions don’t really know the

science that’s being presented at those study ~essions. So

if you use a study session, make certain they 1~.nderstand the

science that’s being presented. My husband wa~ at NIH for

42 years, and so I’ve been around science a lot, and I

continue to hear a lot about NIH.

In terms of advisory panels, I have served on an

advisory panel for four years, and I have some concerns. I

would like to see another consumer member. I add a

dimension that no one else could possibly add, and more than

that, I’m always concerned when research is funded by a

pharmaceutical company or a device manufacturer and someone
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gets up and is the recipient of that funding, exactly the

dichotomy he’s caught in. He needs the funding because

there isn’t other money around, and is the presentation

totally objective? That’s a concern of mine i:~ terms of

science. And I’m not questioning people’s honesty. I just

always have this concern that when money comes from

elsewhere and you’re dependent upon it and grants are harder

to get, what happens?

I think I have 10 minutes. I hope I can do it.

I have some concerns, and I’d like to just read a

couple things, one I alluded to in another testimony I had

done. One is this report that came from federal

investigators who participated in clinical trials were often

exposed to unsafe and unethical practices. And HHS

participants often have no real protection because the

review boards that supervise the clinical testing of

experimental drugs and medical devices are overwhelmed with

work. That is scary.

What is scary is everybody wants FDA to do

everything, but they’re not willing to fund them to do what

needs to be done. Good science is good science, and you

cannot substitute anything else, and I don’t krl,owwhere

people come up with ideas that FDA has to do everything

under the sun, but they don’t understand what goes into
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doing the right kind of work. And I have served now, as I

said, for four years, and I have been tremendcr~sly impressed

with the ability, the caring that I have seen zhe scientists

doing, and to try and dilute or diminish their role I think

is very, very sad. And I wish you luck, and I don’t know

how in the name of God you’re ‘going to do it, zo tell you

the truth.

The other thing that concerns me is also this new

law that would prescribe--this is with off-label use of

drugs, which prescribes new-use information the manufacturer

may disseminate and discriminate the established procedure

for a manufacturer’s submission to FDA, and this is also

devices, and this is also medication. The off-label use of

drugs, this is going to make it so much easier for people

with devices, no clinical history. They can p:cescribe it,

and what’s going to happen? I have tremendous concerns

about that. This is all about consumers. This isn’t about

anybody else. The bottom line is consumers.

Self-monitoring and privatization would be glorious in a

perfect world, but we’re not in a perfect world.

What price is modernization and who pays for it?

I suggest it’s the consumer. And when Dr. Collins talked

about X-ray machines, I don’t think I’m ever going to have

another X-ray. I, like other consumers, thoug,ht that they
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were going to be tested more often than they are. I do try

and look and see what happens, but you don’t always see.

But what I want to know, can science, can politics, can

profit for device industry and regulatory control be

compatible with the mission of the FDA to guard and promote

safe and effective devices for consumers? Can all these

factors be successfully brought together and at: the same

time give consumers protection that is essential to their

well-being? Can we allow device manufacturers to fail to

fulfill their commitment to the FDA in a timely manner?

What I brought with me--and this happens to have

something to do with a drug, but I think it’s the same kind

of thing. One of the things--I come from a consumer

protection background, and as far as I’m concerned,

compliance is compliance and it has to be done in a timely

fashion. And I won’t tell you what this was about, but this

is a memo that went out on July 16th, and this is in

reference to a pharmaceutical company that was to provide

some information in September 1997 and still hasn’t provided

it . If someone has to provide information, it should be

done in a timely fashion with a date. I think to wait until

they get to do it is not appropriate. I think you have to

set the limits on when they provide the information.

Can we fail to fund the FDA with adequate funds to
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seriously monitor postmarketing devices? How c:an we put

consumers ‘ life at risk by not properly monitoring

postmarketing of these devices? And I don’t know and it

probably is impossible, but I think physicians should be

required to report any adverse effects they find from

devices.

Is it safe for consumers to rely upon this kind of

thing? And can we allow--I told you off-label drugs. I

think that we need--as we get more complex and more new

things come into the market and it becomes more

sophisticated, where are the consumers in all of this? I’ve

heard people say consumers can go to their Web sites. How

many consumers in America have Web sites? How many

consumers in America understand English very well? They’ re

not--we have a lot of consumers that don’t. We should be

doing early education. We should start in the schools. We

should be going to TV. If cigarette manufacturers can

advertise, why can’t FDA get on and say these are the things

you need to ask your physician? And why can’t we get more

information?

We have in Montgomery County a health information

library, and it’s a very good library. Let’s use libraries.

Let’s give talks in libraries. Use volunteers. Get people

who are retired in the community to go out and give talks.
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I’m a volunteer half the time. I do that.

I recently served on a panel on a hi~3hly

controversial drug which was approved. The science was more

historical than clinical, and the scientists cn the panel

had serious concerns. But the drug was passed. It was

political. I am convinced it was more political than it was

scientific. And I am seeing the nature of panels changing,

and I’m very, very uncomfortable.

I don’t think personally--this is in my opinion,

of which I have many--that a drug or a device should be

brought before a panel unless it’s clinically sound, the

clinical studies have been done, the work has been done,

there’s good information that it should be brought. I have

now sat on at least two panels where I don’t think the

information ever should have been brought to the panel. It

wasn’t there. And on top of it, they didn’t use diverse

populations. They didn’t use a culturally diverse

population. They didn’t use enough women in many cases.

And I am cgncerned that we’re not fulfilling the mission of

the FDA, and that is to get a diverse population.

I think that we have to have large funding to

provide adequate scientific investigation and monitoring. I

think that we just have to only bring those things that are

clinically sound before the panels, and I think you can
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eliminate some of the extra work.

I am concerned about, again, conflict of interest.

That is a real concern of

dream of having a general

pharmaceutical and device

mine. And I’ve often had this

pool of money that manufacturers,

manufacturers, bring together, and

this money is then given to the scientists to,do the

investigation, and they have no obligations tu any

manufacturer. But that’s probably a dream more than a

reality.

I am concerned about reaching the general consumer

population. When I sit on a panel, I’m very advantaged.

I’ve been near science. My son is a Scientisi. I have a

lot more familiarity, but I’m not the typical and average

person. And how are we going to help them be more

intelligent in the questions they ask?

get them to be more intelligent and ask

devices when they go to an HMO and they

an hour? How are we going to do that?

How are we going to

quest<pns about

see te!fipatients in

How are we going to--and I think we need more

plain language. I think labeling needs to be ,~etter than it

is. I would dearly love to see a label like the food

labeling that goes on food, which I think is marvelous, and

I think it can be devised, a very simple label~’with very,

very plain information.
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I think that the FDA also owns--and I was at a

panel which I found fascinating. There was a difference of

opinion as to how the FDA read the slides and how industry

read the slides. And I think there has to be better

clarification for industry to understand exactly what is

needed and what is necessary. And there were some

differences of opinion, and I think they were honest

differences of opinion scientifically, between the industry

and the FDA, but I don’t think that’s healthy for anybody.

I think that there has to be--and if there is that

misunderstanding, I don’t think anything can be moved

forward until the clarification is met.

I really support the FDA, and I thinlc

modernization or change for change’s sake--as I said, man

proposes and God disposes, and I don’t know how FDA can be

in the role of God. I think too much is asked, and I think

you’re going to have to prioritize, and maybe there are some

things that just aren’t going to be able to be done. Now ,

if this meets your needs or my comments, I don’t know. But

I am worried as a consumer member.

DR.

Now ,

MS .

interesting.

BURLINGTON: Thank you very much,

Ms . Griffith?

GRIFFITH: Thank you. I found that very

I mentioned to Dr. Burlington at the break
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that I wish I had

before I wrote my

I haven’t had the

So here goes.

the exposure to the earlier comments

remarks. I’m just your average consumer.

benefit of the exposure that. you’ve had.

Dr. Burlington, panel members, ladie,~ and

gentlemen, my name is Diane Griffith. I am the

congressional liaison for the national network. of silicone

breast implant support and information organizations. I

want to assure you in the opening that most families

residing outside the Washington area do not understand and

could not possibly imagine the intricacies of l?olitical

nuance in running of the FDA or, for that matter, the

International Monetary Fund. These citizens must depend

upon and trust in the good intention of their public

servants who manage the details of public health for them.

For the past few years, these

received services to warrant this trust

been given a circus. It is not general

citizens have not

but, rather, have

public knowledge

that the Center for Devices or CBER’S intramural research

programs are being considered for elimination and reduction,

despite loud protest from many defenders of public health.

As the victim of a grievous FDA regulatory

crisis--or should I say fiasco--I, more than m,ost citizens

not directly affected, appreciate
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mode 1. Therefore, to engage in dismantling of the present

reviewer research process without any viable alternative

fills me with fear. It is completely unacceptable to

suggest a wider open door to encourage and permit an

increase in existing inappropriate industry influence of FDA

research and review evaluations as a purported alternative

while government funding for the FDA, on the c}ther hand, is

restricted. Such policy places public health, people’s

lives in great jeopardy. Political pressures applied within

the agency which thereby can manipulate the decision of our

highest ranking FDA officials must cease.

Of three relevant subjects I wish to explore with

you, the first pertains to lack of adequate funding and

support for the FDA’s Office for Women. It is essential

that the Office for Women be provided both funding and

empowerment to develop an expanded outreach program. It

would be this office instituted to serve women’s health

issues that can best accumulate and make available

understandable information for consumers on adverse

event/injury report. As technology and new product

development advances to increase demands upon the agency,

the Office for Women will surely experience the need of

larger contributions to public health education,

collaboration with professional organizations, consumer
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groups, and regulatory counterparts.

As a second subject to introduce to you, it is

most important that I express the public’s strong interest

in and advocacy groups’ strong concern over the agency’s

ability to retain highly qualified scientists within the

FDA . Quoting from Dr. C. Everett Koop’s May 1.9, 1998,

letter to Acting FDA Commissioner Dr. Michael Friedman,

T!Recent cuts in research budgets have had disproportionate

effects on CBER, which is responsible for evaluating

vaccines and blood products, leading to the lCSS of research

scientists who provide crucial expertise to the regulatory

process. If unchecked, ” Dr. Koop went on to state, “these

cuts will lead to a dramatic reduction in the FDA’s ability

to fulfill its obligation to the American public health. ”

I ask, and adverse reporting statistics demand,

that products be reviewed on the merit of scie,~ltific

evidence, safety and effectiveness, and not on politics

supported by industry lobby. I further ask, a~ld public

health responsibilities demand, that the FDA nl~ver again

become concerned with the reputation and profit protection

of the manufacturers than to inform the public of potential

and well-recognized dangers.

The process for adverse event/injury report itself

is my third subject and is perhaps the most ur:gent task
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facing the FDA today. The consumer must be involved in this

process. Consumer protection and education cannot be

accomplished without the agency’s conveyance of its

collected adverse event/injury data to the public as warning

issued. The FDA’s own 800 number listed on manufacturers’

included package information would certainly k advisable.

However, the information volunteered by the irdustry through

an 800 telephone advisory might not be expecte3 to

accurately reflect the industry risk and safety data. An

FDA consumer advisory 800 number should be mandatory and,

above all, in this manner, the adverse event statistics

collected by the agency should be conveyed to the inquiring

consumers . I believe it is critical that the agency work

with consumers and physicians, not solely industry

representatives, to assure the best quality of report and

data conveyance.

What must be addressed is the process by which

adverse injury report data be captured with its integrity

preserved as well as how this data can be converted for

efficient agency and consumer use. It is a prime

consideration that all collected data must be reviewed not

only by agency monitors, but also by clinicians who will be

called upon to treat patients exhibiting these adverse

events .
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Though now a severely injured breast implant

recipient, I had prior placed blind trust in physician

medical institution integrity, including manufacturer

and

responsibility. With similar naivete, I had assumed that

any drug or medical device allowed general maz’ket privilege

under FDA regulatory law promised reasonable safety

assurance. No more. Today I feel the same compelling

obligation as author Pamela Stock Kendall, who wrote in her

book “Torn Illusions” that she herself often wished to walk

away from her own involvement in

knew she would

without taking

worse losses.

Like

vigilant watch

not be able

a stand for

to go

those

the silicone story, yet she

forward with her life

women who had borne even

her, I am also committed to keeping a

over those in powerful positions who profit

from the misery of others. As she stated,

implant industry leaves behind a legacy of

destruction, and death. Without advocacy,

the breast

desolation,

without public

oversight and justified outrage, is it possible that right

will ever triumph over wrong?

Thank you.

DR. BURLINGTON: Thank you very much.

Ms . Keeling, now, you had indicated that you

wished a somewhat longer time.
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MS . KEELING: Yes.

DR. BURLINGTON: Are you down to 10 minutes or so,

or how long do you need?

MS. KEELING: About 20.

DR. BURLINGTON: About 20. Well, I’d ask you to

try and be as succinct as you can. Let’s see if we can’t--

MS . KEELING: All right. In 1978, qfter

consulting with my personal physician, I made t;he decision

to get breast implants. It was the worst deci,sion of my

life. My implants were ruptured in 1994, and the

pathologist found they were ruptured. It was a silent

rupture, which I understand gel-filled ruptures often are,

and now I have been diagnosed with demyelinating neuropathy.

Something is destroying the myelin sheath around my nerves.

If both the FDA and the ASPRS both agree that ruptured

implants should be removed immediately, but it can be a

silent rupture with no symptoms and no reliable method to

detect rupture, how can a woman protect herself:? The

purpose of my testimony today is to address the issues of

informed consent, consumer protection, and adverse event

reporting as it might apply to all medical devj.ces.

I would like to read from M55376, a product report

problem to the FDA. Husband asked: If implants rupture,

what would the gel do? The doctor answered: Do you think
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the government

cause harm?

Many

to do no harm,

Many consumers

would allow them on the market if they would

women were told by doctors, whcl take an oath

implants were safe and would la;st a lifetime.

trusted that the FDA was protecting them as

consumers. Our trust has been broken.

A recent survey of 23 plastic surgecms’ offices,

when asked this question, Are saline implants ?DA-approved

for safety?, every one but one said absolutely, they are

FDA-approved for safety.

Recommendation number one: Mandate that every

breast implant informed consent includes the fbllowing: The

FDA has not formally approved these devices as safe and

effective because the manufacturers have not p:rovided to FDA

adequate scientific evidence to prove their safety and

effectiveness. The FDA is concerned about possible health

problems from the use of these devices. This information

should be included with different wording for every device

that has not been approved by the FDA so that consumers will

recognize they are part of an experiment and the risk they

are taking.

The FDA is mandated to make sure that medical

devices are safe, effective, and accurately labeled. The

FDA, manufacturers, and the plastic surgeons have an ethical
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and moral responsibility not to mislead the public into

using harmful toxic devices. Tom Talcott, a former Dow

Corning scientist specializing in polymers and silicone

elastomers, states that almost all silicone elastomers

contain extractable silicone oils, catalyst residues such as

PCBS and heavy metals such as tin and platinum.

Recommendation number two: Mandate that all

chemicals and catalyst residues used in implantable devices

be listed in the informed consent along with toxicity

information. Some of the findings in the 1992 congressional

report on the FDA’s regulation of silicone breast implants

are as follows:

One, in 1992, Dow Corning disclosed that the

company sold implants to doctors before they were shown to

be safe in animals, failed to disclose problems with the

implants, and submitted fabricated information about quality

control.

Two, patients have been misled about the safety of

breast implants for at least the last 15 years.

Three, patients continue to be misled by the

FDA-approved informed consent form.

Four, FDA’s public statements about breast

implants minimize the risk.

In 1996, I became a founding director of
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Chemically Associated Neurological Disorders after

networking with thousands of women with implants and hearing

many similar diagnoses, including peripheral neuropathy,

demyelinating neuropathy, organic brain disease, reduced

blood flow to the brain from spec scans, MRIs showing white

lesions on the brain, abnormal nerve conduction tests,

dementia, cognitive dysfunction, and memory 10ISS.

Mentor’s current product insert states the

following regarding immunological and neurological

responses : The medical literature has raised Che

possibility that there may be an association between certain

immunologically based diseases and silicone breast implants.

The diseases most commonly mentioned include scleroderma,

rheumatoid arthritis, and syndromes which mimiu lupus.

Available information does not permit. precise

quantification of risk. Neurological problems’ have been

reported in a small number of breast implant patients who

also exhibit immunological symptoms. Nowhere is this

information mentioned in the informed consent given a

patient. Nowhere does it state in either the informed

consent or the product insert that the Manual of Allergy ad

Immunology reports scleroderma-related disorders superficial

to the subcutaneous tissues can be induced by silicone

breast implants.
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Mentor states that they rely on the surgeon to

advise the patient of all potential complicatic)ns and risks

associated with the use of mammary prostheses. Women do not

realize that they need to ask to see a product insert. The

reality is an unethical surgeon can downplay the risk

because he has a conflict of interest and COU1{I lose

one-third of his income from breast implants arid the repeat

surgeries they require if he tells the truth.

In some cases, surgeons have stated that 30 years

of use in large studies by Mayo and Harvard prove implants

are safe. They further state that informed consents are

merely a formality caused by hysterical media and greedy

trial lawyers. In some cases, the informed consent was

given to the patient only a few minutes before the surgery

process started.

Recommendation number three: Mandate that

informed consent forms must be given to potential implant

candidates at initial consultation along with the mandatory

FDA breast implant information update with consumer and

patient information so that a potential implant candidate

can obtained balanced information, if desired. Mandate a

seven-day cooling-off period between initial visit and date

of surgery to give patient adequate time to receive

information by mail. In order to have true inf~ormed
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consent, mandate that accurate percentages of complication

rates and disease rates be included.

The Wall Street Journal, in an article dated July

14, 1998, states that 122,285 women got breast ‘implants for

cosmetic reasons in 1997, approaching the ’90 ~leak. We

believe this is due to a false sense of

the following statements in the current

consent:

safety encouraged by

so-call~ed informed

Page 1, most women implanted have had satisfactory

results. My reply: What percentage? After what period of.:

time? Six months? One year?

Informed consent: this data will be used to

collect short-term five-year data about possible health

problems associated with breast implants. Thiq data will be

used to help determine if these implants are bqth safe and

effective. My response: With the latency fac~or of

approximately 5 to 15 years for symptoms to ap~~earr 5 years

is not long enough to prove implants to be either safe or

effective. Tobias Meeker with St. John’s Hospital sent a

fax to the FDA in 1992 concerning a serious re~ervation of

the protocols of the phase 11 Mentor study and,’uoted a,,

surgeon as saying the protocol was designed to:give the

illusion of a study. St. John’s currently has patients sign

an addendum to Mentor’s informed consent, stating their
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patients receiving gel-filled implants are not in a strictly

controlled scientific study to help determine if implants

are safe. I have copies of both of these documents.

I could go on in that area, but in the interest of

time, I will go on to the most egregious false and

misleading statement made in the Mentor package insert,

which is: Our product history indicates an overall

reporting average rupture rate of approximately 1 percent.

The FDA estimates that rupture rates are generally between 1

to 4 percent. Protocol violations have been reported to

Mentor, the IRBs, and the FDA that have allowed Mentor to

make this statement. Research published in the Annals of

Internal Medicine April 1996 titled !!Reported complications

of Silicone Gel Breast Implants” states: 71 percent of the

women in this series had either frank rupture or severe

silicone bleed at explanation. Eleven recent research

articles documented in Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

states--reports of failure rate of 50 percent at eight years

predicted from their analysis of results for explanted

silicone gel prostheses from many different research groups.

The authors state that the failure master curve shows a

significant direct correlation of failure curve with implant

time and a failure rate so high that one must seriously

question the safety of this device for general clinical use
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due to biomechanical  failure problems alone. Fraud on the

part of the manufacturers in underreporting of complications

is serious and cannot be tolerated, along with other

protocol violations.

This brings me to the subject of adverse event

reporting. Dr. Lori Brown told a recent IOM Committee on

the safety of silicone breast implants: The FDA has

received 115,920 adverse event reports on breast implants.

Who at the FDA is looking at the long-term consequences of

breast implants? With a reported latency factor of an

average 5 to 15 years for symptoms to appear, the current

MedWatch system is inadequate. It appears it was designed

as an early-warning system only.

Recommendation number four: Design and implement

a supplemental information checklist on frequent

complications and diagnosis on devices suspected of having a

long latency period for ease of reporting and collection of

data for statistical analysis. I have brought with me a

supplemental MedWatch form for breast implants that I would

like to leave for your suggestions or implementation. If

this would take additional funds from Congress to implement,

I am willing to help approach the appropriate committees.

The Wall Street Journal on June 24, 1998, in an

article titled “MedWatch system comes under fire” quotes
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Brian Strom, chairman of the University of Pennsylvania’s

Biostatistics and Epidemiology Department as saying:

Basically, nobody is looking for problems. The system has

turned into a big waste basket. It’s convenient for

industry and the FDA because no one is looking over their

shoulders.

Well, I’m here to tell you, Dr. Burlington, I’m

looking over your shoulder. We have many documents showing

how the breast implant manufacturers and ASPRS agree to act

in concert to keep these devices on the market. I only hope

the FDA is not the third part of this unholy alliance. I

hold you personally responsible for allowing the

experimentation of women for over 30 years to continue.

When I tried to make an appointment with you regarding valid

concerns that I and the thousands of implanted women whose

health has been destroyed by the toxic effects that silicone

have, I was denied in spite of congressional intervention on

my behalf.

Tell me what to say to the young medical student

who tells me her implants are 5 years old and her lymph

nodes stay swollen after many rounds of antibiotics. She

reports she is fatigued all the time and doesn’t have the

money to get her implants removed. Should I reveal to her

that Mentor changed their informed consent 002AS-01 to
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002AS-02 and added the wording, “Rat studies have suggested

that silicone gel similar to that in the implant may have an

abnormal effect on the immune system, but the relevance of

these tests to humans has not yet been establi~;hed”? Should

I tell her that while under your leadership at the FDA,

Mentor was allowed to sell implants that Dr. Pierre Blay

(ph) , a noted Canadian scientist, called “dirty aquariums

filled with decaying tissue, dead blood cells, and in some

cases bacteria” because of fundamental design flaws?

Recommendation number five: Mandate all

manufacturers to halt marketing and require repalls, much

like the automobile industry, when good manufacturing

practices are violated and until they are corrected.

On October 15, 1997, in response to my citizens

petition, Dr. Michael Friedman stated that the” FDA did not

have sufficient information to change the current regulatory

policy on silicone gel-filled breast implants at this time

and that the public interest is not well servell in your

current situation. Your response in a letter dated December

2, 1997, to the president of the ASPRS was to ask for their

help in finding additional plastic surgeons to put more

gel-filled implants in women. May I remind you, Dr.

Burlington, that the Nuremberg Code states the following:

One, the voluntary consent of the human subject is
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absolutely essential. The person involved shculd have free

power of choice without any element of fraud, deceit,

overreaching, and other ulterior form of constraint, and

should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the

elements involved to be able to make an enlightened

decision.

Two , no experiment should be conducted where there

is an a priori reason to believe that death or disabling

injury will occur, except perhaps in those experiments where

the experimental physicians also serve as subj’ects.

Three, during the course of the experiment, the

scientist in charge must be prepared to terminate the

experiment at any stage if he has probable cause to believe

in the exercise of good faith, superior skill, and careful

judgment required of him that a continuation of the

experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or

death of the experimental subject.

You, Dr. Burlington, are that scientist in charge,

and I leave with you an Alabama death certificate dated

April 12, 1994, that states: Cause of death, colitis due to

or as a consequence of autoimmune disease due to or as a

consequence of lupus due to silicone gel implants.

Thank you.

DR. BURLINGTON: Thank you for your remarks and
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for conservation of time as well.

Now, Ms. Russano?

MS. RUSSANO: Yes . I’m going to need about 15

minutes, and I’ll try not to rush too much.

Thank you to the committee for alloti,ing me to

speak. My name is Jaima Russano. I live in Northport, New

York. I have a background in marketing and sales for

consumer products for over 20 years. I will tie addressing

the silicone issue relating to medical devices and will

recommend improvements in the reporting system, to help

identify problems in the future.

I was born with a hemangioma tumor cn my right

breast at age 14. I had a Dow Corning silicone silastic gel

breast implant on my right side to correct the deformity.

My first implant remained in my body for 19 years. In 1989,

I had the old implant replaced with the “new, ‘better”

silastic 2 breast implant.

insert, which was by law by

I had a myriad of

I was never given :~~package

then.

health problems from esophageal

motility disorder, chronic pancreatitis, autoirnmune

autonomic orthostatic tachycardia, systemic sclerosis, and a

rare bone cyst on my femur bone and one on my S2 spine,

migraine headaches, and, worst of all, allergies to

silicone.
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I gave birth to two sons, now age 15 and 13. At

the time I gave birth with my first child, my implant was

over 12 years old. I breastfed both my children, not

knowing that there were never proper studies to prove the

safety of breast feeding with breast implants. Now my

children suffer from a variety of unusual disorders, from

esophageal motility disorder, renal infections, which is

rare in boys, bone cysts in the back of my older son’s head

that I had to make sure that when they replaced it that they

did not replace it with silicone products or use silicone

sutures due to his allergies, which was very difficult to

do, synovitis, headaches, rashes, fatigues, and, again,

allergies to silicone.

My children are not alone with problems related to

exposures of silicone and saline breast implants. In 1992,

I felt that there had to be a better method of reporting

adverse symptoms to the FDA on all products or devices. I

started a foundation, Children Afflicted by Toxic

Substances, and have heard from over 7,OOO families with

children born to mothers with breast implants as well as

with other children--with other silicone devices, and this

is just a sampling of some of the pictures of the children

that we have collected data on and some unusual bone

deformities.
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Could you go to the next slide, please?

We started ranking children and taking pictures.

Again, I am funding this. I have been collecting the data.

Could you go to the next one, please?

We’re finding, again, a myriad of deformities from

large head, distended stomach, esophageal motility disorder,

rashes.

The next slide, please?

And these are just a list of some of the symptoms

that we have found in children, and it ranges from abdominal

allergies, asthma, cancer, endocrine problems, infections,

lymphoadenopathy, motility disorders, necrologic,

orthopedic, rheumotological, renal rashes in sica(?) .

Unfortunately--I’m sorry. There are over 85,000

children listed now in the Dow bankruptcy to date, with no

funding of any--there’s not even enough money in that system

to give them medical monitoring. There is not even enough

money--$5O million would not even pay for each child to be

monitored, for blood tests, urine tests, and any other type

of testing that’s possibly needed, to see how ;Ear this

silicone disease has gone.

Unfortunately, I had another bad experience with a

product that was not approved by the FDA until a few years

ago. This product is not a medical device but relates to
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this issue. I was part of a clinical trial far the drug

Sessapride (ph) . Before taking the drug, I had to fill out

all types of forms. I went through extensive testing and

had my insurance company pay for them, and I hi,~s added to

the clinical trial. I was on the drug for approximately two

months and developed enlarged lymph nodes all over my body.

I went off the drug, and my lymph nodes

back on the drug for four weeks, and my

up again. Finally, I was taken off the

protocol study.

went down.

lymph nodes

I went

swelled

drug and out of the

To this day, I have never been contacted by the

doctor who conducted the study nor Jansen pharmaceutical

Corporation to see if I was green, blue, if my arms fell of,

or if I was still alive. I contacted the FDA to make a

complaint, and I was told the FDA had no control over drugs

and devices in protocol studies. The drug was approved, and

now there are various problems being reported.

Today, saline and silicone breast implants are

being implanted in--could you go to the next slide, please?

Today, saline and--next one, please. Sorry. Keep going.

Today, saline and silicone breast implants are

being implanted in women as young as 13. In 40 years of

implants on the market, manufacturers have never tracked the

safety of implants in young women
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nor has proper data been collected on the risl

and breastfeeding. A young woman may not knof

to breastfeed a baby and cannot make an inforr

such a time. Vital data such as the impact o~

infertility, allergies, hormonal changes, alol

related disorders, have not been properly col~

conveyed to the consumer.

Next slide, please?

Breast implant manufacturers have ar

this today to target young women of child-heal

is against the law to conduct experiments on c

pregnant women, yet the FDA has done nothing t

ads, required doctors to state that there are

young women and exposure to the fetus. Presic

signed on April 23, 1997, an executive order :

every federal agency must protect the health z

children in America.

Silicone devices and all breast imp]

some strange reason, been the exception of the

comes to devices that are allowed to remain or

For example, the PDR and OTC for every product

identifies contradictions published yearly whi

information

If products

on the safety of pregnancy and brc

were never tested for safety, thez
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warnings listed or states “not known. “ This

II

“ formation is

also included on package inserts, outer packa ‘rig, and PDR

and OTC products across the board. Herbal co h drops have

more information on the safety of pregnancy

breastfeeding than a breast implant package

Chemicals like toluene, benzene

lead, platinum, and latex, just to name a

a

i

1

ert .

for

1!

ldehyde,

few, are additives

or catalysts in implants. These same chemical ~s have been

ordered by the FDA to be removed from cosmetic $3 and nail

polishes.
I

Most products carry an expiration da‘“le . Breast

implants and other medical devices do not. Tc 3ay I brought

a saline solution used to pump up an implant t1.~at shows that

the expiration date which saline lasts approxi nately two

years . The saline IV container states: Store unit in

moisture barrier overwrap at room temperature, I77 degrees

Fahrenheit, until ready to use. Avoid excessi ~e heat.

What happens when the saline expires in a breast

implant? Does the heat of the body at 98.6 de ]rees shorten

the life of the saline, causing it to become c )ntaminated?

These are simple questions, and in 40 years, I-f3nufacturers

and doctors have been shown to sell the implan :s and these

I
devices along with testicular implants and oth f?r devices

I

carrying the same type of solution, without an ;wering any of
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these questions.
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In 1997--the next slide, please?--I

h

athered

patents on breast implants, silicone gels, ti

1P

ue expanders

from 1940 to 1996 with a total of 246 patents. These

patents were turned over to Dr.

1P

Marietta Anth y, Office of

Women’s Health, FDA, last June.

In 1954, Dr. Pangman (ph) invented

!F
e first

t

surgical breast implants, Avalon (ph) foam, P ent No.

2,842,775. Pangman describes how tissue, blo

!I
vessels, and

fluid grew into the implant. Column 2 shows

!!

at the

material of the sponge is characterized by nuItrous small

sponge-like openings which are normally invade

t

by the

surrounding blood vessels and fibrous tissue

+f
the patient.

Such invasion,

}

as previously pointed out, is n rmally

Idescribed in that it securely retains the devi e to the

proper position.

[

Too much invasion or absorpt on of body

fluids, however,

1

result in hardening and event ally

atrophying of the sponge.

11Cronin’s patent in 1963, Patent No. .,293,663,

Itidentifies the problem of Pangman’s patents an” further

states:

I

This invention relates to a breast pr sthesis

comprising: one,

tt

a flexible container approxi.ating the

1shape of the human breast; two, a soft gel fil ing said

container; and, three,

1

a layer of porous mater al attached
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to one side of the said container so that tis
I
\~e can grow

\

into said porous material to anchor the prost ~..sisto the
I

chest wall.

In 1969, Dow Corning patented the 3, (~52,628

cyclotetracyloxin which impart alteration of

1

l~nital

functions in mammals. This patent identifies #ertain phenyl

I

1and methyl-containing cyclotetracyloxin compo l~ds which

exhibit androgen-depressant effects. It has

!

~en shown that

one can alter the genital function,

!

which inc ~~des

reproductive capacity,

~

as well as androgeneti ~and

estrogenetic capacity of mammals.

1

This shoul have been a

wake-up call to Dow Corning.

i

But to this day, ~

cyclotetracyloxins are used widely in a varie y of consumer

products.

In 1987, Dr. Frank Joreau (ph), pla +.ic surgeon at

the Baylor College, and Thomas Cronin, partne Iof the Cronin

implant, designed a new breast implant that i ~ntifies fold

II
~

fault . He writes in his patent that silicone fluid has been
I

associated with more generalized potentially f+tal tissue
I

response which varied depending upon a tissue Qr structure

the agent migrated.

T

Human adjuvant disease m be a

systemic effect of paraffin or silicone fluid :nstallation
I

and is apparently an autoimmune connective tis +ue disorder
~

that manifests as connective tissue disease, x
I

heumatoid
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arthritis, systemic scleroderma, or systemic ~

writes that 16 percent of the plastic surgeon:

derived from breast implants.

In the mid-1980s, Dr. Joreau refuse(

silicone breast implants in women. Unfortunate

implant warning device was ignored by breast ~

manufacturers .

Next slide, please?

Virtually every patent identified m:

with silicone breast implants and saline brea:

These patents were written by people skilled j

silicone polymers and medical devices. This E

to show a cosmetic from Estee Lauder that is r

market . It’s about a $40 item. There lists j

first at least six different types of silicon<

cyclotetracyloxin is the first one listed.

Silicone is used in thousands of mec

In some cases, the benefit outweighs

happens to a person who has a device

and develops an allergic reaction to

and needs, for example, a pacemaker?

the risk.

for cosm~

silicone,

Because

now has an adverse reaction, they can no longc

devices that might save their life. That is t

and my children, as well as many others with i
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in. Doctors do not even know what products ccretain

silicone, what puts a patient with silicone al Lergies at

great risk.

Silicone is the Titanic of medical c.evices. It

was touted as the answer to all. But we have learned we

cannot fool Mother Nature. Government health izgencies,

doctors, manufacturers, and consumers need to learn from the

1past and go forward to improve informed conse t, testing,

!and research on medical devices, as well as o her consumable

products.

There are many issues that need to

1
eaddressed by

cannot be expanded on in 15 minutes. However, I will

briefly touch upon them and the changes that

~

:~e needed

1
outside government agencies to truly incorpor te safe

devices.

Could you go to the next slide, ple se?

1
DR. BURLINGTON: Ms. Russano, if yo

1

could wrap up

in the next minute or two? If you have additi onal remarks,

we will be glad to receive them for the recor

1

and make sure

that they’re fully considered.

MS . RUSSANO : How much time have I 1(one through--

DR. BURLINGTON: A couple minutes, could yOU--

MS. RUSSANO: Yes, I’d just like to know how much

time have I--
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DR. BURLINGTON: Two minutes.

MS. RUSSANO: No. I wanted to know how much time

have I used.

DR. BURLINGTON: I make it that you’ re at 13

minutes now.

MS. RUSSANO: Okay. 1’11 do my best ,

One is to create a round-robin appr ach with

1
grants from universities and research centers. Example: To

date, a manufacturer comes to a university wit h a grant for

$5 million to conduct research for a new pace aker. At that1
point the study is biased.

7

The researcher kn ,vs that he and

1she must come up with the information the man facturer

wants,

1

or he and she loses a grant for the ne t project for

the university. He and she loses their reputa tion as a

player. He or she could lose earning potentia :.. The

round-robin would give hospitals and universit ~.es equal

opportunity to conduct research. This time it may be

Harvard School of Medicine. Next time it may

P

e Washington

University. Small companies would greatly ben efit from it

as well.

IMedical journals should no longer acvept

advertising dollars from pharmaceutical compan ies and

devices manufacturers.

1

Subscriptions should b? the main

source of income.
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Health insurance companies could co..lect data on

many devices that were implanted and problems associated

with these devices if they occur.

I

This data- ollecting

system could be used to follow adverse reacti ns on drugs.

After a specific number of devices fail, the

!

ealth

1insurance companies would be required to info m appropriate

agencies.

1Limit the amount of funds for givea ays to

doctors, hospitals, and institutions. Items

‘1

rom trinkets,

trips, lunches,

1

tapes, to manufacturers’ samp es are given

to doctors and med students.

1

Most corporation s today limit

the receiving of gifts to $25 or less to thei

/

employees .

The medical industry should follow this examp e.

1The ideas that I have for the FDA a e:

1
An application fee should be submit ed to ensure

the FDA has appropriate funds to conduct test”ng on the

1
product submitted for the FDA approval to ind pendent labs.

Also , fines should be enforced, maybe more fi es should be

enforced, to help establish those funds.

1All products grandfathered in shoul be

restricted,

1

new sales should be halted, and o ly replacement

devices should be allowed to be used.

1

Follow- lp studies

1should be conducted on persons who have had t sse devices to

113
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should have names of persons who participated in the

studies. The FDA should contact randomly thrc ughout the

years these persons.

1

The FDA should engage 1 :rge fines to

those who do not abide by these regulations.

The FDA should mandate to all depar ments a basic

1
outline.

1

The FDA should calculate the quanti y of any given

chemical used in various products. Silicone ‘s used in

thousands of products from shampoos, hair spr ys, to fried

chicken. At this time there are no guideline

I

as to how

much a person should ingest on any given day.

I have many more ideas, and I would be happy to

work with any agency. And, again, I brought

I

saline bag

that shows the expiration date, and if you’d ike to see it,

1’11 be happy to turn it over.

Thank you for your time.

DR. BURLINGTON:

1

Thank you very muc .

And now our last speaker, Ms. Vogt

1

f the National

Patient Safety Foundation.

DR. VOGT: Good morning.

1

I’m Elean r Vogt, senior

fellow with the National Patient Safety Found tion. The

foundation is an independent, not-for-profit, educational

association. It was originally started by the American

1
Medical Association and since has invited to the table

partners from all stakeholders in medicine--c nsumers,
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providers, and manufacturers. And I’m very h:

FDA is at the table as well, and Dr. Burlingtc

our board.

I’m here to talk with you this morn:

issue of patient safety, and particularly you]

of concern, which is incident reporting.

We are doing regional forums around

and what we’re hearing from particularly provi

want to be able to speak about what’s happenir

care. They want to be able to speak about not

accidents but the near misses as well. And tk

forum for doing this.

Everything in our culture works agaj

this information. Our legal system, our cultt

our organizational and professional systems wc

this . They are asking us for a forum, a safe

share this information, and it is from that f~

encourage you to

alongside and in

explore an incident reporting

addition to your sentinel re~

And I know as I say that you see those figures

reports that are coming in fast and furious ar

you address them. Hear me out for just two mi

have a suggestion for you.

One of the suggestions or one of the
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particular, aviation.

t

As you probably are aw re, aviation

does have a safety reporting system, the Avia ion Safety

!
Reporting System,

1

which actually is administe ed by NASA,

not by the FAA. And that’s one of the sugges ions we have

to you as you consider an incident reporting

!

ystem, that

the administration be by an agency outside of the regulatory

agency.

As you may know,

1

when the FAA origi ally set up

their system, it was not a success because it was

administered by the FAA, and reports were not Lhat swift in

coming. That has now been reversed, and the

1

ystem now gets

something like 30,000 reports a year.

The other key element there, of cou se--and this

1

!is one that may help address your resource is ue--is that

the reports are analyzed not by technicians b t by hands-on

!
people. In this case,

!

it’s retired pilots, r tired air

traffic controllers, and I wonder--and I hope ‘you are

exploring the idea of using real practitioner

~

and ultimate

end users,

1

consumers in every form, to help e ‘~~luatethe

reports.

Another key element of the Aviation !;afety

Reporting System is that--we talked about sum ary reports1
with sentinel reporting, but that you go the
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go for the full story, you go for the full an

you can pick up, start analyzing the patterns

full story that are available--that could be

us .

So perhaps there

us--we were talking before

together--of practitioners

perhaps even as volunteers,

is a whole resourcl

about we’re all in

and consumers work

to analyze this d,

the patterns, what the scientists call the ge;

know, the underlying music, the underlying th{

patterns, then to make recommendations to the

bodies and the policy bodies. This is a mode

existence that we can learn from, and I know I

have been looking at that. I want to encoura~

continue to look at that and to give consider~

forums in which we can move beyond blame for t

involved--manufacturers, providers, and consur

we can move to solving the problem.

So thank you very much for allowing

and I want you to know that our resources and

is fully available to the FDA.

MS. COHEN: May I have just a couplf

DR. BURLINGTON: Sure.

MS. COHEN : I just wanted to say th:
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DR. BURLINGTON: Could you use the l-rmicrophone ?

MS. COHEN: MedWatch has a budget of $148,000. I

don’t have to say anything more about that.

Also, the user fees, PDUFA has been very

successful, and I see nothing wrong with the

!

:rice of paying

something to perhaps speed some things along.

Manufacturers pay for witnesses all the time to

come before the advisory boards. 1I think the e should be a

fund for public citizens to come and testify efore the

!
advisory panels,

~

and you’re really going to g t citizenry to

come and speak.

Lastly, another thing that I found

!

ery troubling

was consistent protocols. There was a large 1:rotocol that

went across the country, but when I started t

~

question how

the protocol was done in one part of the coun ry, it was

!
different than any other. So there has to be consistency in

protocols.

I am so deeply touched by these ladi es, I can’t

tell you. This is America. This is what it’s about. And

we have to listen to them. I can do my part,

P

ut this is so

significant, I can’t tell you.

1

I am truly to ched.

MS. KEELING:

1

There’s three generati.ms of my

family affected by this issue. We’re going t

1

have many

more .
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MS . COHEN : Yes, it’s--I think they

everything, but I have to say, in all honesty,

everybody is trying and we have to find our w;

DR. BURLINGTON: Thank you.

Can I ask our FDA panel--Ms. Suydam;

MS . SUYDAM : No questions.

Ms . MESSA : No questions.

DR. GARDNER: No questions.

MS. GILL: No questions.

MR. PHILLIPS: No questions.

DR. BURLINGTON: We heard

speakers a call for expanded use of

seemed to be suggested that they do

from some

advisory c

a differer

than they have been doing in the past, that p~

some of the work that we currently are using c

professional staff to do and use the advisory

do that work instead. I wonder if you would c

on that suggestion. At least I thought I heal

suggestion between the lines.

MS . COHEN : I have

blessing, because it becomes

hardest things as a consumer

a comment, and it

single issue, anc

member is to sit

panel and have the AIDS representatives sittir

as a matter of fact, and hearing their needs \
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of science that’s being done.

/

It’s very diff”mlt. And

when you become single issue,

1

you sometimes f rget the

overall picture,

1

and I think you have to have that balance.

And it’s easy for me to say because I don’t h ve--I have a

1
cousin who is a plastic surgeon in Boston who wouldn’t touch

silicone, by the way. So I knew enough to st y away from

it . But I am concerned about single issues,

1

:~d I’m

concerned about balancing out the general nee

1

with specific

needs . And that’s very hard to do.

MS. RUSSANO: I think one thing tha

!

I would like

to see is a medical device manual like the PD

1

that lists

different devices and has to be updated yearl , because it

1
is very difficult for consumers.

!

You know, y u have to go

to the Web to get this information? And it i

1

unfortunate,

because I happen to be in a position where I

1

;Iow many

salesmen. In fact, I was sitting on a plane

1

ith a

gentleman that was in pharmaceuticals, and yo

!

know what he

said to me? Money buys the best science.

And I think that--you know, I’m sor y, but that is

1
wrong. I mean, you know, the ultimate goal i

1

not to

1utilize a product so we can go and sue somebo y. Nobody

wants to do that.

1

I didn’t have a breast imp ant so I could

go sue Dow Corning.

1

I would rather have my c reer.

So it has to be a blend, and patien s need to be

1
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informed. They need to understand if the ris

I

!out-benefits--or outweighs, you know, the cau e or the cause

being worse--the cure being worse than the ca se.

1
DR. BURLINGTON: Your comment raise

1

a question

for me in that a theme I heard was that consu ers need more

1

1information presented in a more digestible, u derstandable

form.

1

And yet there’s a counter-balance in t rms of how

does one completely inform without increasing the confusion.

MS. RUSSANO:

I

There are very many s’mple ways, and

I think that corporations would really need t work with

various consumers, and as you said,

!

that we n ed more

consumers on panels. You know,

1

on the FDA he Ying in 1992,

there was one woman that was a consumer on th t entire

1
panel . That is not enough.

You know, I was--in fact, I receive

1

a letter

asking to be on one of the panels, and at tha

!

time I was so

upset with the FDA, I just put it aside. And a friend of

mine told me,

1

Well, you know how drugs are pr ‘red? They go

through animal studies first. That’s the pan 1 that you

should choose. And I thought, well, you know what ? Unt i1

they change things,

1

I just can’t be a part of that. And I

really--I have to tell you, I have manufacture ::s in my

background that--I worked for Revlon.

1

I work d for the
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information and better organization with consl

know what? The manufacturers have to digest t

They need to say, okay, we’re willing to deal

DR.

ask our other

about how

available

published

FDA

BURLINGTON: If I could interru~

panel members if they have any ~

can do a better job in getting t

to consumers?

MS . COHEN : I think that--

DR. BURLINGTON: I would point out,

privately by Medical Economics. It ‘

organ, and it’s done through revenues obtainec

pharmaceutical manufacturers.

MS . COHEN : And it is the exact infc

the pharmaceutical industry gives them that gc

PDR .

DR.

MS.

BURLINGTON: Right.

COHEN : Yes, part of the probler

advisory panels like consumer members, I have

Not all exec secretaries like us either. so J

recognize it’s not an easy road all the time.

like to, on this study, on more thing that I t

say, the review boards that review the clinic:

often deluged with reports of

cannot allow follow-up. Such

drug harmful sic

reports are mair
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or two minutes of review per study. In some (

board supervises more than 2,OOO research prol

cannot do more than a perfunctory review of S(

problems.

DR. BURLINGTON: For clarification (

believe that’s a discussion of the Institution

Board system in institutions which are superv:

MS. COHEN: The protocol, yes.

DR. BURLINGTON: Research, right.

MS. RUSSANO: Can I make one more S1

think one thing that is very confusing to the

consumer outside, first of all, they really d(

how the FDA works or even--you know, I find gt

meetings that everything is given--you know, :

you know, CDHS, you know, something like that

very hard for people to grasp. And I think t]

be some type of volunteer system, an ethical 1

system that can truly help the FDA and help m<

reach the ultimate goal, and that is to

the market.

DR. VOGT: I strongly support

happen to have the distinction of being

put s<

that ~

the f:

representative on an FDA technical advisory pi

the Bureau of Drugs. It was the committee on
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seven or eight years ago now, I guess. And wh

experienced then and I still see now is the la

preparation for a consumer member

committee. Not only do they have

barrier, but the cultural barrier

on a technic

to overcome

of not being

network. And I’m sure you’re addressing that

But the other thing, I think the unti

is that too much of this consumer orientation

add-on and not an integral part of the process

that’s what you’re hearing from all of us, is

to be integral

design so that

from the very beginning in the

it’s not seen as add-on.

MS. COHEN: One of my specialties ir

protection was advertising, and Fosamex, I was

that approved Fosamex. And I’ve been followir

advertising in Fosamex. In the very beginning

it was nice. But I can tell you it’s deterioz

I often think, though, that I know F

responsible for advertising practices, but you

monitor better what pharmaceutical industries

what they monitor. It isn’t monitored adequat

stuff on television, and I collect things, anc

sending it in. A lot of it is blatant decepti

and they do not monitor themselves.
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How you do all these things with thf

amount of money--that’s why you mentioned vol~

mentioned volunteer. I know a lot about adve~

practices. You can find other people like me.

private citizens should be monitoring what go~

inserts, what we don’t get, and what goes on t

think we all have a responsibility to do that.

MS . RUSSANO : Manufacturers today cc

either they have to change a label, you know,

cost them XYZ because the FDA says, okay, now

this label on and I’ve got a warehouse full of

If we could save money for manufactt

ends of some of these trinkets that I had ment

a limit, put caps, then manufacturers would h~

money to be able to fund some of these other \

I mean, those are more important.

And I have to tell you one last thir

student that I was with received a tape, an al

they get all the time, on how to avoid a laws~

for a medical student that is absolutely desp:

how to avoid a lawsuit when utilizing their d]

what this videotape was. It was turned over t

appropriate persons, but you know what? They

this all the time.
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I think that kind of information has

the funds--don’t tell me that there’s no funds

stuff when there’s funds to do other things, a

need to be appropriately administered in the x

direction.

MS . COHEN : The Japanese--and I hate

up because of their economy, but they have a w

kind of system in terms of salaries and money.

try to make their money immediately in terms c

their drugs, and the salaries of the executiv~

the salaries of this country. So we have to Y

re-evaluate our value system and what is esser

can’t tell a company how

certainly let the public

what they’re not doing.

much they can earn, 1

know what the salari<

DR. BURLINGTON: We have one final c

then I want to see if there are comments from

MS. KEELING: I’d just like to ask v

of risk for devices does the FDA have. IS th<

standard--as long as it is mentioned in the p]

it is an acceptable risk. Has the standard bf

beware? It is an unworkable society that must

research in order to make health decisions an[

who financed the research and for what motive:
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DR. BURLINGTON: Okay. I especially

the members of this panel for their heartfelt 1

We’ve heard you. You have an important messagl

I would like to ask if there are any comments

at the close of the meeting here.

[No response.]

DR. BURLINGTON: Okay. Thank you ve

appreciate it.

look forward to

We have received many suggesti

additional suggestions to the

remember there is the overall agency meeting c

September 14th if there are additional points

folks wish to make clear for the record.

Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the meeti

adjourned.]
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